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Sonadia: a beautiful island in Moheshkhali of Cox's Bazar District
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Background

Because of its geographic location and low-lying 
topographic condition, Bangladesh is likely to be 
extremely vulnerable under the current changing 
climatic conditions, especially since the water 
sector and water-dependent agriculture are the 
most sensitive. The importance of groundwater 
irrigation increased with the introduction of High 
Yield Variety (HYV) seeds, which require a timely 
and assured water supply. About 80% of dry 
season irrigation and 98% of the drinking water 
supply has been provided from groundwater (BDP 
2100, 2018). The �irst major irrigation project was 
started in the early sixties in northwest 
Bangladesh under Bangladesh Water Development 
Board (BWDB). Deep Tubewells (DTWs) and 
Shallow Tubewells (STWs) irrigation were 
extended rapidly during the late 1970s. 
Privatization and expansion of minor irrigation 
and withdrawal of Government subsidies in 
irrigation equipment led to a very rapid growth of 
farmer-�inanced STWs. STW has increased in 
numbers throughout the country from 133,800 in 

985 to about 16,00,000 in 2022 (BADC, 2022). The 
unconsolidated Pleistocene to Recent �luvial and 
estuarine sediments underlying most of 
Bangladesh generally form potential aquifers 
(BWDB-UNDP, 1982), however, it is not completely 
sustainable for development. 

Over-exploitation is usually the result of irrigation 
abstraction in rural areas and huge domestic and 
industrial usage in cities. Annually, an estimated 
32 cubic kilometers of groundwater is withdrawn 
in the country for irrigation (90%), as well as 
domestic and industrial (10%) purposes (World 
Bank Group 2019). The Dhaka Water Supply and 
Sewerage Authority (DWASA) sources 78% of its 
water supplies from groundwater through a 
network of about 900 production wells. In several 
parts of the city, groundwater level has dropped to 
80-85 m below the ground surface due to excessive 
withdrawal than recharge. In addition, about 
46,000 manufacturing industries and 50,000 
handlooms are in operation, largely dependent on 
groundwater (BBS 2019). Relentless groundwater 
abstraction leads rural and urban Bangladesh to 

Groundwater Assessment and Monitoring Accelerate Changes
to Secure Water Supply in Bangladesh
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face a water crisis, including the declination of the 
groundwater table. 

This groundwater resource is increasingly facing 
quality problems in many areas where the 
exposure to pollution from agriculture, urbanized 

Figure 1: Extensive withdrawal of groundwater: groundwater use across the country shows maximum water use 
in the northern part (World Bank Group 2019) (left); distribution of depths to groundwater level across 
Bangladesh shows alarming depletion in the central and north-western part (BWDB 2019) (right)

Figure 2: Existence of Arsenic and salinity in groundwater: arsenic concentration in shallow groundwater (left); 
salinity distribution in the upper aquifer (down to the depth of 100 m) and the main aquifer (the depths between 
100-250 m) (right) 

DPHE-BGS 2000 BWDB 2013
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areas and industrial sites, arsenic contamination in 
shallow groundwater, and high salinity in coastal 
aquifers makes the water un�it for human 
consumption. With climate change, groundwater 
balances in many areas would change, bringing in 
another level of uncertainty. With increasing water 
scarcity and frequent water-related con�licts, the 
institutional arrangements governing water 
resource development, allocation, and 
management are receiving increasing policy 
attention. Uncontrolled development of the aquifer 
could severely limit the usefulness and the 
productive duration of the aquifer. Hence, 
research-based assessment and monitoring of 
groundwater resources in conjunction with 
surface water are very important. Hydrological 
data and information analysis and interpretation 
can guide water resources planning and 
distribution of water for agriculture, industrial, 
and water supply usage.

Groundwater Monitoring and Assessment by 
BWDB
Extensive surveys and monitoring of the 
hydrogeology and groundwater resources of 
Bangladesh were begun in the 1960s. The 
Government of Bangladesh mandates Bangladesh 
Water Development Board (BWDB) to collect 
hydrological data over the country has been 
performing since 1959. The mandate of the 
Directorate of Ground Water Hydrology of BWDB 
also includes fundamental data collection related 
to quantity and quality. The hydrogeological data 
and information are required for the 
understanding of groundwater conditions. The 
more this information, the better the assessment 
results regarding the aquifers, water levels, 
hydraulic gradients, �low velocity, and direction, 
water quality, and simulations of groundwater 
models. Bangladesh Water Development Board 
has 1272 groundwater observation wells 
throughout the country, mostly installed with 
UNDP assistance for over �ive decades, mainly at 
shallow depths (25-50 m). Considering the quality 
problems in shallow and main aquifers and the 
necessity to use deep groundwater, BWDB has 
installed 42 clustered monitoring wells and 510 
line wells upto the depth of 350 and 100 m, 
respectively, in 19 coastal districts under the 
Bangladesh Climate Change Trust (BCCT) project. 
Under the ongoing project, funded by the IDA, and 

the World Bank, 69 clustered monitoring wells 
have been installed, covering the entire country. 
Each unit consists of 4 wells having a maximum 
depth of 300 m. Under the same project, 905 
monitoring wells, including all clustered wells, are 
automated with telemetry for temperature, 
groundwater level, and electric conductivity i.e., 
salinity. 

Investigation of Groundwater Aquifer Systems
Ground Water Hydrology Divisions of BWDB so far 
completed over 1500 nos. borehole drilling to 
explore the aquifer system of Bangladesh by 
collecting both core and washed sediment 
samples. The borehole lithologic logs have been 
veri�ied in many holes by conducting borehole 
geophysical logging using Gamma and 
conductivity probes. Based on these 
investigations, down to about 350m, it depicts that 
the unconsolidated Miocene to Recent �luvial and 
estuarine sediments underlying most of 
Bangladesh form multi-layered aquifers. But 
except for the Holocene and the Dupi Tila 
formations of the Plio-Pleistocene age, others are 
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too deep to consider for groundwater abstraction. 
The sediments are cyclic deposits of mostly 
medium to �ine sand, silt, and clay. On a regional 
basis, BWDB-UNDP (1982) described three 
aquifers; however, these are in many places 
connected hydraulically (Zahid et al., 2010). BWDB 
investigated a multi-layered aquifer system in the 
Coastal Delta down to 350 m. Based on isotopic 
studies, Aggarwal et al. (2000) classi�ied the water 
at different depths into four types and made a 
three-tier division of the aquifers. DPHE-BGS 
(1999) and DPHE-BGS (2001), with slight 
adjustments to the BWDB-UNDP (1982) study, 
also made a three-tier classi�ication of the aquifers 
zones. Due to arsenic contamination in shallow 
groundwater and salinity intrusion in upper 
aquifers, the importance of exploitation of deep 

groundwater (down to 350-400 m bgl) has been 
increasing daily. 

Determination of Aquifer Hydraulic Properties

Aquifer pumping tests generally serve two main 
objectives. Firstly, a pumping test is performed to 
determine the hydraulic characteristics, i.e., 
transmissivity, storage coef�icient, hydraulic 
conductivity, etc., of aquifers. Secondly, a pumping 
test provides information about the yield and 
drawdown of the well. These data can be used to 
determine the well’s speci�ic capacity or discharge 
drawdown ratio, etc. Ground Water Hydrology 
of�ices of BWDB have conducted about 350 
constant-discharge aquifer pumping tests 
throughout the country, starting in the upper 
aquifers down to about 70-80 m. Under BCCT 

Figure 3: Lithologic cross-sections presenting multi-layered aquifer system in different parts of the Bengal Basin, 
Bangladesh, based on BWDB borehole lithologic logs: (a) Tista Fan in the northwest; (b) Pleistocene Barind Tract in the 
northwest; (c) Dupi Tila aquifer around Dhaka; (d) Sylhet Basin in the northeast; (e) Deltaic Floodplain in the 
south-central; (f) Tidal Delta in the southern coast.
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project, for conducting 18 deep aquifer pump 
tests, 18 deep production wells down to the 
maximum depth of 350 m has been installed by 
BWDB. 124 slug tests have been conducted to 
estimate the hydraulic conductivities of aquifer 
sediment. Different methods were used to analyze 
aquifer test data considering aquifers as con�ined 
or leaky con�ined in nature. Hydraulic conductivity 
values estimated by conducting slug tests in the 19 

coastal districts of the country range between 1 
and 25, 1 and 9, and 1 and 9 m/day for the shallow, 
the main, and the deep aquifers, respectively, is 
typical for sandy alluvial aquifers. Transmissivities 
were estimated between 100-2300, 100-2200, and 
100-1600 m2/day. Transmissivity (T) values of 
deep aquifers (250-350 m bgl) from long duration 
(up to 72 hours) constant discharge aquifer pump 
tests conducted by BWDB depict that northern 

Figure 4: Groundwater level hydrographs of upper shallow aquifers from different areas of Bangladesh: (a) the lowered 
water level during dry irrigation period regains it’s static water level in monsoon; (b) due to increased abstraction and 
where potential recharge is lower than actual recharge, the static or highest water level of the previous year declines 
during monsoon; (c) with increased abstraction, �luctuation of groundwater level has been increased with time; (d) 
permanent decline of water level is also observed as an alarming rate in urban areas and the Barind tract



�loodplain and coastal delta deep aquifers have 
higher potential with T ranges between 769 and 
3224 m2/day. While southern deep aquifers close 
to the coastal margin show moderate potential 
with T values between 493 and 916 m2/day, 
southeast deep aquifers, west of eastern hill 
ranges, show low potential with T ranges between 
144 and 370 m2/day. Storage coef�icient values of 
deep aquifers for all studied areas were estimated 
between 0.0044 and 0.00016, indicating leaky 
con�ined to nature.

Trends of Groundwater Level 

Analysis of the groundwater table data, selected 
from 1272 nos. BWDB groundwater observation 
wells throughout the country show that 
groundwater withdrawal from the shallow aquifer 
for various purposes during dry periods is 
balanced with the vertical percolation of rainwater 
and in�low from surrounding aquifers during 
monsoon when pumping is ceased. A rapid rise in 
groundwater levels during the early monsoon 
season indicates rapid recharge, although it may 
also indicate low speci�ic yield (WARPO, 2000). A 
period of relatively constant levels during the 
monsoon means ‘aquifer full’ conditions. However, 
in many areas, due to increased abstraction and 
where potential recharge is lower than actual 
recharge, the previous year’s static or highest 
water level declines during monsoon. A 
permanent decline of the water table has been 
observed in urban areas, in the Barind tract, and to 
some extent in many other areas due to excessive 
demand and withdrawal for urban, irrigation, and 
industrial uses. 

Incremental increases in dry-season groundwater 
pumping for irrigation lower groundwater levels 
and enhance leakage under the gravity of surface 
water from rivers, ponds, and canals during the 
subsequent monsoon. Researchers describe this 
broad set of recharge pathways induced by 
dry-season groundwater pumping as ‘The Bengal 
Water Machine’ or BWM (Shamsudduha et al. 
2023). This study shows that the collective 
operation of ~16 million smallholder farmers in 
Bangladesh from 1988 to 2018 has induced 
cumulative freshwater capture of between 75 and 
90 cubic kilometers. However, the research also 
highlights limitations to the operation of the BWM 
in areas where induced monsoonal recharge is 
insuf�icient to fully replenish groundwater 
abstracted during the dry season, depleting 

groundwater storage and rendering groundwater 
inaccessible to households reliant on shallow 

wells. Among 465 monitoring well locations, about 
two-thirds show the non-functionality of the 
BWM. Therefore, it is vital to assess the suitability 
of locations for the operation of the BWM to 
maximize bene�its to farmers and minimize the 
risks of groundwater depletion. The importance of 
long-term hydrological monitoring to assess the 
status and trends of the country’s groundwater 
resources is highlighted in this research.

Assessment of Water Quality

Ground Water Hydrology Divisions has a regular 
program to collect groundwater samples from 117 
�ixed observation wells to determine water quality. 
Under the BCCT project, during 2011-2012, dry 
and wet season groundwater and surface water 
samples were collected from the installed 
observation wells (957 Samples) and nearby 
surface water bodies (139 samples), and analyzed 
25 chemical parameters. Both dry and wet season 
samples were collected from 905 automated wells 
under the ongoing project during 2020-2021 
throughout the country. It is proposed to collect 
groundwater samples from 110 clustered wells 
(about 440 samples) in wet and dry periods to 
assess and monitor the country’s groundwater 
quality regularly. Down to about 336 m depths, 
most of the groundwater of Bangladesh is 
generally characterized by circum-neutral pH 

Groundwater as Drinking Water Source, Photo: Internet
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Figure 5: Locations of 905 nos. automated groundwater monitoring wells with telemetry for real time data 
transmission throughout Bangladesh.

Figure 6. Groundwater survey, investigation, assessment and monitoring activities by Bangladesh Water Development 
Board.
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(6.5–8.0), and the oxidation-reduction potential 
(Eh) generally varies between +200 and −130 mV. 
The groundwater exhibits low dissolved oxygen 
concentrations, characteristically high 
concentrations of iron and manganese, and trace 
sulfate, representing characteristics of reducing 
environments. 

The groundwater of �loodplain is classi�ied into 
two groups: the Na+–Cl- type and the 
Na+-Ca2+-Mg2+–HCO3- type. The major ion 
trends of the Na+–Cl- type groundwaters are 
Na+>Ca2+>Mg2+>K+, common for all aquifers 
down to 350 m bgl and Cl->HCO3->SO42-, mainly 
for deeper and HCO3->Cl->SO42- for shallow 
samples. In the coastal delta, groundwater samples 
down to the depth of 200 m, except a few samples 
on the eastern coast, are classi�ied as Cl--SO42-, 
Cl--SO42--HCO3-, Na+-Ca2+, Na+-K+ types, 
dominated by Na+-Cl- and HCO3- types. The 
presence of Arsenic in groundwater in the Bengal 
Delta has disturbed the scenarios for its continued 
and planned use. It has been reported that out of 
64 districts 61 are affected more or less. About 
three million tube wells, installed at shallow 
depths (10 to 50 m), discharge groundwater with 
arsenic concentrations more than the Bangladesh 
drinking water standard of 50 µg/l (DPHE-BGS, 
2001). Deep tube well water, with a depth range 
between 100 and <300 m, contains insigni�icant or 
no arsenic concentration. But, these wells often 

contain high concentrations of iron and 
manganese. In the coastal zone, the salinity of the 
upper aquifers (down to 200-250 m depth bgl) is 
highly variable and changes abruptly over short 
distances. In most areas, the water is too saline for 
domestic and irrigation use.

Way Forward

Investigating the aquifer systems, understanding 
formation behavior, and regularly monitoring 
groundwater storage and quality are essential for 
sustainable development and integrated 
management of water resources. Sustainable use 
of available safe water, including groundwater, can 
be planned by analyzing data and information on 
the components of the hydrologic cycle. In 
Bangladesh, where groundwater is the principal 
source of irrigation, industrial, and potable water 
supply, regular assessment and monitoring of this 
resource is very important. Matching long-term 
groundwater withdrawals to recharge is the 
principal objective of sustainable groundwater 
resource planning. Maintaining the water balance 
of withdrawals and recharge is vital for managing 
human impact on water and ecological resources. 
Because of the increasing demand for water and to 
reduce dependency on limited fresh groundwater 
resources, utilization of available surface water 
and conjunctive use should be emphasized as per 
the National Water Policy 1999 and other 
guidelines of the Government. Groundwater 
resources that can safely be abstracted from upper 
and deeper aquifers must be assessed properly. 

In the present scenario, the preparation of water 
budget and water allocation plans are important 
up to the union level based on available data and 
information and conducting required surveys and 
investigations. Appropriate programs and 
techniques can augment both natural and arti�icial 
groundwater recharge (MAR) in 
groundwater-depleted and water-stressed areas. 
Integrated water resources management based on 
proper research and monitoring is an important 
requirement to protect the values of groundwater. 
All of these tools can be implemented under the 
authority of the Water Act 2013 and Water Rules 
2018. An individual organization needs to be 
created or identi�ied for the management and 
tracking of groundwater resources, i.e., 
assessment and uses of groundwater resources, 
preparation of water budget and allocation plans, 
and monitoring changes in water storage and 
quality.

Dr. Anwar Zahid, Director (Geology)
Directorate of Ground Water Hydrology 
Bangladesh Water Development Board

Groundwater as Drinking Water Source, Photo: Internet
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পািন খােত সুশাসন �িত�ায় বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, ২০১৩

পািন স�দ পিরক�না সং�া (ওয়ারেপা) পািন স�দ 
ম�ণালেয়র আওতাধীন েদেশর পািন স�েদর  সামি�ক 
পিরক�না �ণয়েন একমা� সংিবিধব� সরকাির �িত�ান।  
েদেশর সমি�ত পািন স�দ �ব�াপনা, উ�য়ন ও এর সুষম 
�বহার িনি�েতর লে�য্ ওয়ারেপা জাতীয় পািন নীিত ১৯৯৯ 
এবং জাতীয় পািন �ব�াপনা পিরক�না ২০০১ �ণয়ন কেরেছ। 
এরই ধারাবািহকতায় পািন স�েদর সমি�ত উ�য়েনর 
উে�ে� ওয়ারেপা বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, ২০১৩ এবং 
বাংলােদশ  পািন িবিধমালা, ২০১৮ �নয়ন কেরেছ।

বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, ২০১৩ ও বাংলােদশ পািন িবিধমালা, 
২০১৮ এর মূল উে�� হে� পািন স�েদর সমি�ত উ�য়ন, 
�ব�াপনা, আহরণ, িবতরণ, �বহার, সুর�া ও সংর�ণ করা। 
এই উে�� বা�বায়েন সম� বাংলােদেশর ভূ-পির� ও 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন স�েদর বত ৰ্মান ও ভিব�ৎ �বহার, বৃি�র 
পািনর সব ৰ্া�ক �বহারসহ ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনর সমি�ত �বহার, 
পািনর �া�তা িনরুপণ, ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনধারক �র তথা 
অয্াকুয়াফােরর সব ৰ্ িন� আহরণ সীমা িনধ ৰ্ারণ, পািন সংকটাপ� 
এলাকা িনধ ৰ্ারণ, পািন স�েদর অ�ািধকারিভি�ক �বহার, 
ব�া �বাহ অ�ল িনধ ৰ্ারণ, পািনর গুণগত মান িনরুপণ ও 
জলে�ােতর �াভািবক �বাহ িনি�তকরেণ ওয়ারেপা কাজ 
করেছ। এই কাজগুেলা সুচারুভােব স�� করার জ� পািন 

স�দ সংি�� সিঠক ত�-উপাে�র �েয়াজন এবং সকল ত� 
ও উপাে�র িব�ানিভি�ক িবে�ষণ সং�া� হালনাগাদ করাও 
জরুরী।

বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, ২০১৩ ও বাংলােদশ পািন িবিধমালা, 
২০১৮ এর কায ৰ্কর �েয়ােগর লে�য্ �থেমই �েয়াজন 
ভূ-পির� ও ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন স�েদর �া�তা এবং 
অয্াকুয়াফােরর িনরাপদ আহরণ সীমা িনরুপন করা। েটকসই 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন �ব�াপনার জ� পািনর �র নীেচ েনেম যাওয়া, 
িরচাজৰ্ ঘাটিত, িকছ িকছু এলাকায় পািন �েরর অতয্িধক 
অবনিত, ভূ-পির� পািনর �বাহ কেম যাওয়ায় সমি�ত পািন 
স�দ �ব�াপনা ও মান িনয়�ণ �েয়াজন। ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনর 
ে�ে� গভীর অয্াকুয়াফার র�ার জ� স�া� িরচাজৰ্ এর উপর 
িভি� কের িনরাপদ উে�ালন সীমা িনধ ৰ্ারণ করা �েয়াজন। 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন �ব�াপনার জ� অগভীর অয্াকুয়াফার হেত 
উে�ালন সীিমত করেত হেব। ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন স�েদর 
দীঘ ৰ্�ায়ী �ব�াপনা কায ৰ্�েমর ��িত, �েয়াগ এবং মিনটিরং 
এর জ� সিঠক মা�ায় অয্াকুইফার �ািপং দরকার যা 
পরবত�েত েদেশর সুেপয় পািনর িনরাপ�া উ�ত েসচ সুিবধা, 
েটকসই ভূগভ ৰ্� পািন স�েদর উ�য়ন এবং পািন আইেনর 
কায ৰ্কর �েয়ােগ সহায়তা করেব। 
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এই উে�ে� ওয়ারেপা �াথিমকভােব উ�র-পি�মা�েলর 
বের� এলাকার রাজশাহী, চাঁপাইনবাবগ� ও নওগাঁ েজলায় 
পাইলট িভি�ক একিট কািরগরী �ক� বা�বায়ন করেছ, যা 
এই বছেরর জুন মােস সমা� হেব। এই �কে�র আওতায় 
�ক� এলাকায় অয্াকুয়াফােরর �ািনক এবং উল� �াি�, ধরণ 
ও �ধান অয্াকুয়াফার িনধ ৰ্ারণ ও িচি�ত কের ত�-উপা� 
স�িলত ��তকৃত �াপ ��ত করা হেয়েছ, �হণেযা� 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনর উে�ালন এবং ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনধারক �েরর 
সব ৰ্িন� িনরাপদ সীমা িনরুপন করা হে� এবং পািন স�েদর 
বত ৰ্মান ও ভিব�ৎ �া�তা, �বহার, চািহদা ও পুনভ ৰ্রেণর 
সািব ৰ্ক অব�া িবেবচনা কের পািন সংকটাপ� এলাকা (Water 
Stress Area) িনধ ৰ্ারণ করা হেব। এই �কে�র মা�েম 
বের� এলাকায় িব�ানিভি�ক অনুস�ােনর মা�েম ভূ-গভ ৰ্� 
পািন স�েদর িনরাপদ আহরণ িনি�তপূব ৰ্ক সমি�ত পািন 
স�দ �ব�াপনা বা�বায়েন দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী ও েটকসই 
�ব�াপনা িনি�ত করা স�বপর হেব।

বাংলােদেশর অিধকাংশ অ�ল পািন স�দ �বস্হাপনার 
ে�ে� সম�া�বন অ�ল িহেসেব িচি�ত। লবনা�তা, 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনেত আেস ৰ্িনক সম�া, উপকূলীয় ব�া, 
জেলা�াস, ঘুিন ৰ্ঝড়, নদী ভা�ন, স্হািনক জলাব�তা, খড়া, 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনর �র নীেচ েনেম যাওয়া, শু� েমৗসুেম উজােন 
পািনর �বাহ �েমই কেম যাওয়া, খাবার পািনর তী� সংকট, 
গৃহ�ালী কােজ পািন সরবরােহর অভাব ইতয্ািদ খুবই �কট 
আকার ধারণ কেরেছ। শু� েমৗসুেম কৃিষ কাজ ও িশে� পািন 
উে�ালেনর ফেল ভূগভ ৰ্� পািন �র নীেচ েনেম আসেছ, আবার 
বষ ৰ্া েমৗসুেম �বল ব�ার কারেন নদী ভা�ন ও আকি�ক ব�া 
�ায়ই েদখা িদে�। সমি�ত পািন �ব�াপনা অনুসরণ না 
করায় ইিতমে� েদেশর পািন স�েদর, জীবৈবিচ� ও 
পিরেবেশর অেনক �িত হেয়েছ। বাংলােদশ ব-�ীপ 
পিরক�না ২১০০ েত িবিভ� অ�েলর আথ ৰ্সামািজক ৈবিশ� ও 
�াকৃিতক দুেয ৰ্াগজিনত ঝুিঁক িবেবচনায় িনেয় ৬িট হট�ট 
(উপকূলীয় অ�ল, বের� ও খরা�বণ অ�ল, হাওর ও 
জলাভূিম অ�ল, পাব ৰ্তয্ চ��াম অ�ল, নদী ও েমাহনা অ�ল 
এবং নগরা�ল) িনধ ৰ্ারণ করা হেয়েছ। অ�ল এবং সময়েভেদ 
পািন স�েদর �া�তা ও চািহদা িনধ ৰ্ারেণ ভু-গভ ৰ্� এবং 
ভূ-পির� পািন স�েদর গুনগত ও পিরমাণা�ক ৈব�ািনক 
িবে�ষণ খুবই জরুরী। েসকারেনই বের� এলাকার �ায় সারা 
বাংলােদেশ সমধম� �ক� বা�বায়েনর জ� ওয়ারেপা উে�াগ 
�হণ কেরেছ। এই �কে�র মা�েম মাঠ পয ৰ্ােয় জিরপ, 
হাইে�ালিজকয্াল মেডিলং এবং ে�কেহা�ারেদর সােথ 
পরামেশ ৰ্র মা�েম সারা বাংলােদেশ ভূ-গভ ৰ্� ও ভূ-পির� পািন 
স�েদর �া�তা, �বহার ও চািহদার অনুস�ানপূব ৰ্ক 
েটকসই পািন স�দ �ব�াপনা সং�া� �িতেবদন �ণয়ণ 
করা হেব। জনগেনর �তয্� অংশ�হেনর মা�েম এবং 
আধুিনক ত�-�যুি�র সম�েয় সারা েদেশর িব�মান পািন 
স�েদর �বহার, চািহদা, উৎস িচি�ত কের িবিভ� খাত 

অনুযায়ী (েযমন- েসচ, মৎ�, িশ�, গৃহ�ালী �ভৃিত) ভূ-গভ ৰ্� 
ও ভূ-পির� পািন স�েদর �া�তা, �বহার ও চািহদা 
সং�া� উপা�ভা�ার ��ত করা হেব। এই �েয়াজনীয় 
ত�-উপাে�র সহায়তায় ওয়ারেপা পািন স�দ উ�য়ন 
�কে�র ছাড়প� ইসুয্করণ ও ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন উে�ালেনর 
অনাপি�প� �দান করার মা�েম বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, 
২০১৩ ও বাংলােদশ পািন িবিধমালা, ২০১৮ এর  কায ৰ্কর 
�েয়াগ কের পািন স�েদর েটকসই �ব�াপনা িনি�ত করেত 
অ�বত� ভূিমকা পালন করেব।

বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, ২০১৩ ও বাংলােদশ পািন িবিধমালা, 
২০১৮ কায ৰ্কর �েয়ােগর পাশাপািশ পািন স�েদর সমি�ত 
উ�য়ন, �ব�াপনা, আহরণ, িবতরণ, �বহার, সুর�া ও 
সংর�েণর স�েক ৰ্ �াপক �চার এবং জনসেচতনতা সৃি� 
করেত হেব। সবাইেক অনুধাবন করেত হেব েয, পািন একিট 
সীিমত স�দ, এবং এর যেথ� �বহার করা যােব না। েসেচর 
জ� ভূ-পির� পািনর �বহারেক উৎসািহত করেত হেব, 
ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািন �বহার �ােসর মা�েম এর উপর চাপ কমােত 
হেব, ফেল শু� েমৗসুেম সু�ু পািন �ব�াপনার পাশাপািশ 
পিরেবশগত ভারসা� র�া করা যােব। ভূ-গভ ৰ্� ও ভূ-পির� 
পািন স�েদর সমি�ত ও সেব ৰ্া�ম �বহার িনি�ত করেলই 
েটকসই পািন স�দ �ব�াপনা িনি�ত করা যােব। পািন 
স�েদর েটকসই সমি�ত �বহার িনি�ত করেত না পারেল 
দির� ও অন�সর জনেগা�ী সুেপয়, গৃহ�ালী ও কৃিষ কােজর 
পািন হেত বি�ত হেব। একমা� বাংলােদশ পািন আইন ও 
পািন িবিধমালা এর কায ৰ্কর �েয়ােগর মা�েমই দির� ও 
অ�া� জনেগা�ীর মে� ভূ-গভ ৰ্� পািনর সুষম ব�ন িনি�ত 
করা স�ব হেব। বাংলােদেশর পািন স�দ �ব�াপনা ও 
�বহাের সম�য় সাধন এবং শৃংখলা �বত ৰ্ন কের সমি�ত পািন 
স�দ �ব�াপনা িনি�ত করার েয পদে�প ওয়ারেপা �হন 
কেরেছ, তােক এিগেয় িনেয় যাওয়ার জ� �ানীয় সরকার 
�িত�ান, �শাসন, সুশীল সমাজ ও জনগেনর স�ৃ�তা 
�েয়াজন। সকেলর �তয্� ও সি�য় অংশ�হেণর মা�েম 
বাংলােদশ পািন আইন, ২০১৩ ও বাংলােদশ পািন িবিধমালা, 
২০১৮ বা�বািয়ত হেল েদেশর পািন স�দ খােত সুশাসন 
�িতি�ত হেব। 

েমাঃ েরজাউল মাকছুদ জােহদী
মহাপিরচালক, পািন স�দ পিরক�না সং�া
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National Water Resources Database (NWRD):
Central Database of Integrated Water Resources Management

Water Resources Planning Organization (WARPO), 
since its establishment as Master Plan 
Organization (MPO) in 1983, has been playing an 
important role in formulating data-based policies, 
plans, acts, rules, strategies, guidelines, studies 
and research on water resources of Bangladesh. 

Since water resource planning and management 
requires a very wide range of information drawn 
from myriad institutional sources, over the years 
WARPO has collated data on surface water, 
groundwater, soil and agriculture, �isheries, forest, 
socio-economic, meteorological, environment 
from myriad institutional sources. In 1999, 
WARPO has established NWRD (National Water 
Resources Database) as a single source of 
integrated water resources database. Also, WARPO 
established ICRD (Integrated Coastal Resources 
Database) as a Regional Level Database.  More than 
50 organizations, including WARPO, has 
contribution in NWRD and ICRD. WARPO has the 
view to disseminate and make available the 
databases to the wider user group for ef�icient ater 
resources planning and decision making. These 
multidisciplinary datasets are being used in 

national and regional level planning, development 
activities, study and research initiated by the 
public, private agencies, educational institutions 
etc.. Up to now, number of data layers has reached 
557 for NWRD and 563 for ICRD; of those 289 are 
GIS layers, with a number of user friendly and 
easily accessible NWRD-ICRD tools (such as, 
metadatabase, data source viewer, statistical 
analysis, data availability tool), Data Policies, 
Quality Control Guidelines etc. have made NWRD a 
well-established and widely-used database of the 
country. 

Additionally, WARPO has posted the data request 
form, data dissemination policy and data 
catalogues of NWRD and ICRD on the website. The 
data sample, attribute information, bundle 
Information, metadata have been included in the 
data catalogues. Two complete guidelines, one for 
spatial data quality named “Guidelines on NWRD 
Spatial Data Quality” and another is for time series 
data titled “Hydro-meteorological Data Quality 
Control Guideline” have also been placed in 
website to assess and improve the quality of data 
in an integrated way.

Sangu River, Bandarban  
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Recently, WARPO has developed “Online NWRD 
Data Dissemination Tool” for easier, quicker and 
cheaper access of users to NWRD including the 
access of many decentralised Technical 
Committees that are charged to implement the 
various responsibilities mentioned in the 
Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 and Bangladesh 
Water Act 2013.  This online software has made to 
add the immense bene�its of greater transparency 
and accountability. This will improve the access to 

the information in the National Water Resources 
Database (NWRD) that is needed to support 
decision taking and thereby will bene�it the entire 
water sector through better planning and decision 
making. This will contribute to the development of 
water resources in a more holistic and integrated 
way so as to help �ind the optimum compromise 
between the economic bene�its across all sectors 
and conserving and protecting the water-related 
environment. Within the established rules and 

Data Availability Tool of NWRD
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restrictions, this will give easy access to water 
resources data (e.g. hydrological, environmental, 
social, economic, climate, �isheries etc.) that will 
facilitate implementation of integrated water 
resources management (IWRM) processes as well 
as meet the criteria of the integrated database for 
SDG 6. 

Again to deliver current and quality data needed 
for SDG 6  and to implement all the responsibilities 
of WARPO as well as of other agencies as 
mentioned in Bangladesh Water Act 2013 and 
Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 (e.g. to formulate 
the ‘National Water Resources Plan (NWRP)’, to 
provide "Clearance of Water Resources 
development project, to periodically assess the 
water resources and its use and identify and 
management of water stress Area, to provide No 
Objection Certi�icates for groundwater 
abstraction, to determine safe yield of aquifer, 
protection of �lood control embankment, water 
zone demarcation, conservation of water sources, 
information on water-related ecosystems, forests, 
wetlands, rivers, aquifers and lakes etc.) a huge 
number of spatial, tabular and temporal data and 
information will be required. In order to store and 
manage these data, an online, robust and central 
Integrated Water Resources Database system with 
application tools is necessary.  It is necessary that 

the agencies dealing with water sector database 
management must work together through 
establishing a network for collaboration. However, 
there are no platform and system that would allow 
the water resources planners to get a 
comprehensive understanding of the present 
status of data available in the country. One of the 
important steps is to make these useful and 
valuable data for water resources planning; a 
network among the data provider agencies should 
be established with facilities for easy data 
updating in the future. 

WARPO is working to transform NWRD to a 
dependable online collaborative platform to 
improve the water resources data management 
and to deliver high quality water information for 
pursuing IWRM processes and for effective 
implementation of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 
and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 and also to 
contribute to the effective implementation of SDGs 
in Bangladesh. 

Fahmida Akhtar
Principal Scienti�ic Of�icer, WARPO

Photo: Internet



Fishing at Sunset in the River
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Background

Bangladesh is facing challenges in managing its 
scarce water resources. One of the big steps in 
water governance in Bangladesh are the 
formulation of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 and 
Bangladesh Water Rules 2018. The water sector 
worldwide is increasingly passing through a crisis 
of governance and the management forms through 
which water has been historically governed. Water 
resources are used in various ways by society, and 
it is predicted that water scarcity will be one of the 
most important issues of the 21st century. 
Currently, 2.4 billion people lack access to basic 
sanitation and safe water. The number of people 
who live with water scarcity will continue to rise 
unless radical reforms are implemented. 

As water is a critical element in development, and 
many efforts have been made in Bangladesh to 
improve safe drinking water coverage, while 
optimizing the use of water for irrigation, industrial 
use and other uses; but these efforts often overlook 
the holistic perspectiveofsustainable development. 
Sustainable solutions to water problems require a 

paradigm shift from compartmental 
sub-sector-wise development to holistic water 
governance. Such a paradigm is encapsulated in 
the Integrated Water Resources Management 
(IWRM) concept. IWRM challenges conventional, 
fractional water development and management 
systems and emphasizes an integrated approach 
with coordinated decision making across sectors 
and scales. Furthermore, to face the growing 
challenges regarding water rights, protection of 
resources, water use, and water services 
management, Bangladesh has enacted a 
comprehensive legal framework called the 
Bangladesh Water Act (BWA) 2013, which received 
the President’s assent on 2nd May 2013. This act 
outlines a coordinated and comprehensive regime 
for the development, management, extraction, 
allocation, use and conservation of water 
resources. On the other hand the development of 
the Bangladesh Water Rules (BWR), 2018 clearly 
demonstrates that Bangladesh has been advancing 
its goal of the sustainable development of water 
resources. 

Implication of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 and
Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 for Accelerating Change 
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Main Features of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 
and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 

The Bangladesh Water Act 2013 is based on the 
National Water Policy (1999), and designed for 
integrated development, management, extraction, 
distribution, usage, protection and conservation of 
water resources in Bangladesh. In general, if one 
takes a critical look at the Act, the new law has 
provided the right framework for better 
management of water resources in the country. 
Bangladesh Water Rules 2018, was prepared and 
�inalized following Bangladesh Water Act, 2013. 
Water Resources Planning Organization (WARPO) 
under Ministry of Water Resources has taken the 
lead coordination role make it happened and 
organized a number of consultations with relevant 
sector actors. 

The formation of the high-powered National Water 
Resources Council (henceforth termed as the 
Council) with the honorable Prime Minister as the 
head implies the importance the government is 
paying to the management of this precious 
resource. An Executive Committee under the 
Ministry of Water Resources will implement the 
decisions taken by the Council. The intention to 
take initiatives for a basin-scale, integrated water 
resources management of trans-boundary rivers, 
and exchange of data on �looding, drought, and 

pollution with co-riparian countries are good steps 
in the right direction. 

As per this Act, all forms of water (e.g., surface 
water, ground water, sea water, rain water and 
atmospheric water) within the territory of 
Bangladesh belong to the government on behalf of 
the people. The private landowners will be able to 
use the surface water inside their property for all 
purposes in accordance with the Act. A worthwhile 
initiative is the requirement for permits/licenses 
for large scale water withdrawal by individuals 
and organizations beyond domestic use. Without 
prior permission issued by the Executive 
Committee, no individuals or organizations will be 
allowed to extract, distribute, use, develop, protect, 
and conserve water resources, nor they will be 
allowed to build any structure that impede the 
natural �low of rivers and creeks. Setting up a 
priority order for water usage in an area where the 
water resources is in critical condition is also a 
signi�icant step. The priority order as depicted in 
the Act is as follows: drinking water > domestic 
usage > irrigation > �ish culture > bio-diversity > 
wildlife > in stream �low > industry > salinity 
control > power generation > recreation > 
miscellaneous. It should be noted that drinking 
water and domestic usage are considered as basic 
human rights. 

In view of water resources protection and 
conservation, the Act adopted a timely decision to 
address the water needs in irrigation and urban 
areas in the context of available surface water, 
groundwater, and rainwater. The situation of 
drinking water supply in Dhaka City is a good 
example in this context. For instance, Dhaka City 
annually receives about 2000 mm of precipitation, 
of which about 80% occurs during the rainy 
season. If the rainwater is harvested and 
distributed after proper treatment, then the water 
needs during this time period can easily be met. 
The need for water resources management in the 
context of natural drainage pattern has also been 
correctly highlighted in the Act. Management of 
water resources within the territory of the country 
in rivers, creeks, reservoirs, �lood �low zone, and 
wetlands has been assigned to the Executive 
Committee under the Ministry of Water Resources, 
which is another noteworthy decision. Draining of 
wetlands that support migratory birds has been 
prohibited by the Act. Consequently, without prior 
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permission from the Executive Committee, 
building of any structure that can impede the 
natural �low of water has been prohibited; 
however, a few activities, including dredging of 
rivers for maintaining navigability, land 
reclamation projects by �illing wetlands, �lood 
control and erosion control structures will be 
exempted pending prior permission.

The Act provides the legal framework for 
development, management, extraction, 
distribution, usage, protection, and conservation 
of water resources. It also provides provisions for 
punishment and �inancial penalty for 
non-compliance with the Act, including negligence 
to abide by government policy, ordinance, 
non-cooperation with government of�icials, refusal 
to present necessary documents, providing false 
information, af�iliation with perpetrators, and 
protection measures for water resources 
management. In summary, the Act recognizes the 
signi�icance for managing all forms of water 
resources in the context of natural �low of surface 
water and recharge of groundwater. 

Dissemination of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 
and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018

About 54 dissemination workshop on BWA 2013 
and BWR 2018 already held upto March, 2023, 
where the Senior Secretary, Ministry of Water 
Resources was the Chief Guest. All the workshop 
chaired by Deputy Commissioner of the respective 
district. The objective of the dissemination 
workshop was to make aware about the existing 
water Governance Instruments i.e Bangladesh 
Water Act 2013 and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 
to the �ield level stakeholder for effective 
implementation in the long run. 

Dissemination of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 
and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018

After the dissemination workshop the following 
recommendation/suggestion are made for future 
amendments of updating the Act and Rules. (a) 
Inclusion of BWA 2013 and BWR 2018 in Mobile 
Court Act 2009 for conducting the allegation in 
summary trial’s depending on the signi�icance of 
the offences.(b) Sensitizing the all stakeholders 
including District, Upazilla and Union level 
Integrated Water Resources Management 
Committee Members for ensuring effective 
participation in implementation of BWA 2013 and 
BWR 2018.(c) Inclusion of Adaptive Delta 
Management issues in updated Bangladesh Water 
Act and Bangladesh Water Rules for 
Implementation of Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100. 
(d) Issues of Climate Change and Ecosystem 
Services need to be well addressed in the Act and 
Rules (e) Inclusion of representative from different 
related organization for ensuring active 
participation in District/Upazilla/Union IWRM 
committee as per the act.

Institutionalization of Bangladesh Water Act 
2013 and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 

The Bangladesh Water Act 2013 is to practice and 
to understand local economic and social dynamics 
related to water management in line with IWRM 
concept. A  Project titled ‘Institutionalization of 
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) 
process in compliance with Bangladesh Water 
Rules, 2018’ has been implemented through 
WARPO under the supervision of Ministry of Water 
Resources. The main objective of this study is to 
perform baseline study to identify the state of 
surface and groundwater resources (water 

Dissemination of Bangladesh Water Act 2013 and Bangladesh Water Rules 2018
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availability, demand and use) in the High Barind 
region up to Mouza level. The study area is located 
in twenty-�ive upazilas of three districts namely, 
Rajshahi, Naogaon and Chapai Nawabganj 
Districts. The major study �indings from 
hydrogeological investigation are as follows: (a) 
the aquifer system of Rajshahi can be divided into 
two parts in terms of subsurface geological 
variation. (b) One-part spreads over the area of 
Rajshahi Sadar, Puthia, Bagha, Paba, Charghat and 
Bagmara and part of Mohanpur and Tanore 
upazilas where the presence of aquifer is thick. It 
reveals from �ield investigation that the thickness 
of major aquifer varies from 27m-115m. The 
groundwater level exists within the suction limit 
except some areas of Rajshahi Sadar, Mohonpur 
and Bagmara uapzilas. Moniroting wells for these 
areas show that maximum groundwater table in 
the month of May varies from 7.02m-13.31m. (c) 
Another part spreads over Godagari and Tanore 
upazilas where presence of thin aquifer is found. 
From the data of exploratory drilling of these 
areas, it reveals that the thickness of major aquifer 
varies from 6m-12m. The groundwater level of this 
part has already declined from suction limit except 
Pachondor, Soronjai Union areas. Monitoring wells 
for these areas show that maximum groundwater 
table in the month of May varies from 
23.30m-35.32m and (d) In Mohonpur, Tanore and 
Godagari areas, declining trend of water level is 
very alarming. 

Way Forward

When every drop counts matter, water the most 
unique resources needs much attention. Every 
living element needs water for survival. Water has 
competing users and the resources is not 
abundant. Therefore distribution and 
management of water in an equitable manner is 
challenging and needs comprehensive and holistic 
approach. It clearly and unequivocally declares the 
intention of the government that “all necessary 
means and measures will be taken to manage the 
water resources of the country in a 
comprehensive, integrated and equitable manner. 

The Act is to make provisions for integrated 
development, management, abstraction, 
distributions, uses, protections and conservation 
of water resources.

Accelerating Change through innovation i.e. 
technology development, implementation, and 
collaboration platforms is necessary to progress 
towards water security, climate adaptation, and 
sustainable growth in Bangladesh. Innovative 
solutions i.e using sensor technology, computing, 
arti�icial intelligence, and big data management, 
can help monitor water quantity and quality and 
inform operational decisions for implementation 
of BWA and BWR.  Innovations in water 
infrastructures planning and management with 
inclusions of nature-based systems to manage 
water resources can contribute to resilient water 
management in the country.

Overall, the Bangladesh Water Act 2013 and 
Bangladesh Water Rules 2018 are essential tools 
for ensuring sustainable water resources 
management in Bangladesh. Establishing a legal 
framework for sustainable and equitable use of 
water resources through protecting the 
environment and promoting social equity is 
pivotal. Based on the experiences of the pilot study 
of Institutionalization of BWA 2013 and BWR 
2018, it is essential to conduct the country wide 
water resources assessment up to mouza level for 
ensuring sustainable water governance in the 
country through accelerating change.

Md. Rezaul Maksud Jahedi
Director General, WARPO 

Mohammad Alamgir
Principal Scienti�ic Of�icer, WARPO

Dr. Md. Aminul Haque
Principal Scienti�ic Of�icer, WARPO

Md. Jamal Haider
Senior Scienti�ic Of�icer, WARPO
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Clean or Safe Water: A Big Challenge in Bangladesh

How to De�ine Clean Water

What exactly is “clean” water? Clean water is a 
human right for all. First, we should examine the 
answers to this question. It is not adequate to only 
have access to water; people need access to water 
for drinking and domestic use that is safe, also 
known as clean water. Clean water is safe water. 
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
de�ines clean, safe water as “water that will not 
harm you if you come in contact with it.” How can 
you tell if your water is safe to drink? Not by 
looking at it. Water can appear clear, debris-free, 
and odorless, but it can still be unsafe because it 
invisibly harbors disease-causing bacteria. Water 
must go through a reliable puri�ication process. 
When talking about clean water, we often refer to 
drinking water, but it is also essential to have it for 
all domestic use. Domestic water use includes 
water used indoors and outdoors for activities 
including Drinking, Food preparation, Bathing, 
Brushing teeth, Washing dishes, Washing clothes, 
Cleaning the home, Watering crops, and 
Swimming.

Access to clean water is bene�icial for individuals 
and communities. Clean water impacts health, the 
economy, the safety of women and girls, and 
education. One human being dies from dirty water 
every ten seconds. That means most children will 
have lost their lives from waterborne illnesses 
every moment. These lives would be saved if they 
had access to clean water. Clean water prevents 
deaths and severe illnesses that cause painful 
cramping, diarrhea, vomiting, fevers, and other 
symptoms. Dirty, unsafe water with feces and 
bacteria leads to waterborne diseases such as 
cholera, typhoid fever, dysentery, Escherichia coli, 
and salmonella. Another health impact of clean 
water is improved sanitation, an effective way to 
prevent the spread of diseases. But, according to a 
report by UNICEF and WHO, 4.5 billion people do 
not have safely managed sanitation. Imagine 
washing your fruits and vegetables with 
dangerous bacteria before you eat them or having 
to defecate outside. This is the stark reality for far 
too many people, and this could be eliminated with 
improved sanitation from access to clean water.

Photo: Internet
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Bangladesh Context Scenarios

Bangladesh, a South Asian country bordered 
largely by India, is the most densely populated 
country in the world, with a population of 180 
million. Bangladesh has abundant water, with 
around 24,000 km of rivers �lowing through its 
fertile land. Even though the three mighty largest 
rivers run through Bangladesh, the country 
struggles to provide suf�icient drinking water for 
its inhabitants, in large part because of pollution. 
Providing enough safe water for everyone to drink, 
wash their hands and use daily is a complex 
national problem. Floods, riverbank erosion, 
cyclones, earthquakes, and droughts are common 
in Bangladesh, causing devastating upheaval to 
people’s lives. Developing clean water, toilet, and 
hygiene services that can reach everyone is 
challenging, and climate change only complicates 
that. As per WaterAid, in 2017, 4.3 million people 
still didn’t have access to clean water in 
Bangladesh, meaning they could not wash their 
hands frequently. 75.4 million people don’t have a 
decent toilet. Over 1000 children under �ive die 
yearly from diarrhea caused by dirty water and 
poor toilets. Challenges remain; in the north, 
arsenic from the mountains seeps into 
groundwater, poisoning anyone who drinks it. In 
the south, seawater from the coast does the same, 
making water taste foul and ruining crops. 
Sewerage also poses huge problems. Despite these 
challenges, the country is making impressive 
progress. From a study, it is reported that in 2000, 
clean water access in Bangladesh was 55.27% of 
the population, whereas, in 2020, it was 58.51%.

Bangladesh has made signi�icant progress in 
universal access to improved water sources, with 
more than 97 percent of the population having 
access in 2013. But access to safe drinking water is 
still low at 34.6. Between 2000 and 2012, the 
proportion of the population drinking 
arsenic-affected water dropped from 26.6 percent 
to 12.4 percent. Yet, Bangladesh is still the country 
with the largest proportion of people exposed to 
arsenic contamination in the world. Over 1.8 
million people in Bangladesh lack access to an 
improved water source, and 36 million lack 
improved sanitation. In Bangladesh and 
worldwide, millions are navigating the Covid-19 
pandemic with the added challenge of living 
without access to safe water. Now more than ever, 

access to safe water is critical to the health of 
families in Bangladesh. 

According to the UN World Water Development 
Report 2022, Bangladesh ranks sixth for countries 
with the largest estimated annual groundwater 
extraction. By 2030, groundwater levels in the 
greater Dhaka area may drop by between 3 and 5.1 
meters per year, approximately 70 percent faster 
than the current rate, according to a study by the 
Bangladesh Water Partnership and supported by 
the 2030 Water Resource Group. Bangladesh is 
looking forward to recharging its aquifers in a 
customized way, i.e., managed aquifer recharging 
system, where the rate at which water is extracted 
from the aquifer exceeds the recharge rate. 
Through this system, water can inject from other 
sources that typically would not reach the 
permeable rock. This includes storm or rainwater, 
reclaimed water, desalinated water, and potable 
water, allowing a subsequent recovery or 
environmental bene�its for Bangladesh. The 
Bangladesh Water Development Board has 
�inalized a draft national strategy for managed 
aquifer recharge and submitted it for approval.

Bangladesh’s economy relies heavily on 
agriculture, as 63.2 percent of the country’s 
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population works in industries and agriculture. 
Even with an unemployment rate of less than 4 
percent, the poverty rate is 21.8 percent. The 
dense population, small area, riverbank erosion, 
reliance on agriculture, and poverty create a 
crucial need for clean water. Humanitarian 
organizations aim to improve the water quality in 
Bangladesh. Water quality in Bangladesh has been 
a long-term struggle. Since the country’s 
independence in 1971, international aid agencies 
have helped Bangladesh with its water crisis. At 
the time, a quarter of a million Bangladeshi 
children died each year from 
bacteria-contaminated surface water. Bacteria and 
pathogens, such as E coli, cholera, and typhoid, 
were causing severe health problems for both 
children and adults. 

Bangladesh relies on groundwater because of 
contaminated surface waters in the region. 90 
percent of the population relies on groundwater. 
Groundwater is the water that lies below the 
earth’s surface between soil pore spaces and 
fractures of rock formations. This water source is 
accessible through tube wells in the region. 
UNICEF and the World Bank attempted to improve 
access to water in Bangladesh. To combat the 
poor-quality surface drinking water and provide 
more water for agriculture, these organizations 
funded the installation of about 4 million tube 
wells between 1960 and 1970. The tube wells 
created access to groundwater throughout the 
entire country. Unfortunately, this led to mass 
poisoning because of contaminated groundwater. 
The most signi�icant mass poisoning in history 
occurred in Bangladesh. In the 1990s, arsenic was 
detected in the well water. The wells dug in the 
1960s and 1970s were not tested for metal 
impurities, impacting an estimated 30-35 million 
people in Bangladesh.

Poor water quality signi�icantly impacts public 
health. Arsenic poisoning is now the cause of death 
for one out of �ive people in Bangladesh. Ailments 
from exposure to arsenic include gastrointestinal 
diseases, physical deformities, cancer, nerve and 
circulatory system damage, and death. About 1.12 
million of the 4 million wells in Bangladesh are still 
contaminated with arsenic. However, of�icials used 
poor testing kits to examine the wells, leading to 
incorrectly marked wells. Unfortunately, many 
green-marked wells hold contaminated water that 

the public still uses. Additionally, the marked red 
wells were never properly closed off and can still 
be used today. Poverty plays a role in access to 
clean water. Both the wealthy and the 
impoverished in Bangladesh struggle greatly with 
poor water quality.

However, the population below the poverty line 
struggles three times more from water-related 
diseases and illnesses. Roughly two million people 
in poverty still lack access to improved water 
sources. Experts say the availability of safe 
drinking water, particularly in Bangladesh’s 
hard-to-reach areas, is expected to worsen as the 
country experiences the effects of climate change. 
According to a study by the World Bank’s water 
and sanitation program, about 28 million 
Bangladeshis, or more than 20 per cent of the 
population, live in harsh conditions in the 
hard-to-reach areas that make up a quarter of the 
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country’s landmass. The study found that char 
land that emerges from riverbeds due to the 
deposit of sediments is among the most 
inaccessible, along with hilly areas, coastal regions, 
and haors bowl-shaped wetland areas in 
north-east Bangladesh. People living in 
hard-to-reach areas are often vulnerable to natural 
calamities such as �looding, riverbank erosion, and 
siltation.

As a result of climate change, salinity in 
Bangladesh’s coastal areas has increased, causing a 
lack of sweet water. Women in coastal and haor 
areas need to go miles to collect a pitcher of safe 
drinking water. Worsening weather extremes that 
bring �loods, riverbank erosion, storm surges, and 
cyclones contribute to increases in water salinity 
and other problems, such as accessing clean water 

in a hard-to-reach area about 50km from the 
capital Dhaka. Riverbank erosion has turned many 
people in this area into refugees. Since this area is 
very close to the Bay of Bengal, the amount of 
arsenic in the groundwater is also very high. We 
need to dig much deeper to get arsenic-free water. 
Experts expect the struggle to �ind drinkable water 
to intensify during the summer. In north 
Bangladesh’s drought-prone Barind Tract area, 
people must dig more than 350 meters to get safe 
drinking water. The situation is expected to 
worsen because unusually low rainfall in the area 
means underground aquifers are not being 
replenished. Even in Dhaka, people have reported 

dwindling water supplies. Dhaka’s underground 
aquifers are usually recharged with water that 
percolates underground in nearby districts. Still, 
the levels of underground fresh water in those 
districts have also dropped, allowing seawater to 
start seeping into the aquifers. Experts say Dhaka’s 
drinking water could become increasingly 
undrinkable if this continues. According to Mr. 
Ainun Nishat, a climate change expert, rainfall 
across Bangladesh has halved and become more 
unpredictable over the past �ive years. This has led 
to problems, including growing salinity in 
groundwater. Salinity in the water of coastal areas 
has now reached over 20 parts per thousand, but 
the human body can only tolerate �ive parts per 
thousand. The best option for drought and 
saline-prone regions is to preserve rainwater in 
arti�icial ponds and distribute it to communities. 

Most experts agree that the government must use 
technology to provide drinking water. Filtration 
and desalination plants are expensive, but experts 
say they offer the only chance to avert a looming 
crisis.

Present Status of the Government

A recent study shows that water quality in many 
parts of Bangladesh has deteriorated, leaving a 
signi�icant part of the population at the potential 
threat of water pollution. The study looked at both 
conventional pollutants and emerging 
contaminants. Heavy metal concentrations are 
higher in water bodies close to the industrial 
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zones. These heavy metal concentrations in 
Bangladesh’s ground and surface water often 
exceed the maximum permissible limit 
recommended by the WHO for drinking water. The 
study also found fecal coliform in water almost all 
over the country, along with various pesticides 
and, more recently, emerging contaminants such 
as antibiotic residue, �luorescence whitening 
agents, and microplastics. Before industries 
arrived, people mainly used pond water for 
cooking and domestic use. We used to rely on tube 
wells for drinking water, but nowadays, none of 
these sources work as pollution is very high, and 
the water level has dropped drastically. The 
Bangladesh government has been supplying 
puri�ied water to Dhaka residents through a 
pipeline system, treating the water from the 
Padma river and groundwater. Of the total water 
supply from DWASA, 22 percent comes from 
surface sources and 78 percent from groundwater. 
In addition to the Padma surface water treatment, 
two more major river water treatment plants 
having capacities to supply over 65 crore liters of 
fresh water per day treated from Meghna and 
Dhaleshwari rivers will be commissioned shortly, 

which will involve additional cost, effort, and 
energy. It is expected that if all these projects once 
implemented, the dependency on groundwater 
will reduce to a great extent, and there will be no 
water crisis in Dhaka as well. The Buriganga, 
Sitalakhya, Turag and Balu water is extremely 
polluted and does not carry suf�icient water in the 
dry season. Studies identi�ied the overgrowth of 
population, industrialization, rapid urbanization, 
improper sanitation, and the use of agrochemicals 
as responsible for the deteriorated water quality in 
Bangladesh.

Dr. Md. Alauddin Hossain
Principal Scienti�ic Of�icer, RRI

Md. Bakahid Hossain
Director (Admin & Finance), RRI

S M Abu Horayra
Director General, RRI    
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Abstract

This paper represents the research investigating 
manganese removal ef�iciency from groundwater 
by contact oxidation at the laboratory and �ield 
levels. Through the research, several trial runs by 
considering different conditions (sizes of 
adsorptive media, in�luent �low, raw water quality, 
etc.) have been performed at laboratory-based 
open-air horizontal trays of single and multiple 
layered stone chips beds, and �ield-level plants 
having multi-chamber down-�low and up �low 
roughing �ilter with provision of aeration in each 
chamber.

Through this study, it has been possible to 
effectively remove manganese from groundwater 
so that the ef�luent water is safe for drinking and 
cooking.

Background

Water is one of the most important things on earth. 
Every living thing needs water for its survival. But 
absolute pure water is not found in nature. As 
condensed water falls, it sweeps up other 
materials from the air, and becomes still more 
contaminated on reaching ground. Since water is a 

universal solvent, during percolation through the 
various strata of soil it dissolves various mineral 
(chemical impurities) compounds. When the 
mineral concentration is greater than the 
acceptable limit then the water becomes unsafe for 
drinking and not suitable for domestic use [1].

Presence of excessive manganese in drinking 
water may cause signi�icant adverse health 
impacts. It may also cause problems related to 
aesthetics and may cause precipitation in the 
water distribution system. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) has a provisional 
health-based guideline value of 0.4 mg/l for 
manganese in drinking water [2] to protect against 
neurological damage. The WHO guideline value 
from consumer acceptability consideration is 0.10 
mg/l [3]. Bangladesh Standard for manganese in 
drinking water is also 0.10 mg/1. At levels 
exceeding 0.1 mg/, manganese in water supplies 
stains sanitary ware and laundry and causes 
undesirable taste in beverages. The presence of 
manganese in drinking water may lead to 
accumulation of deposits in the distribution 
system. Even at a concentration of 0.02 mg/I, 
manganese may form coating on

Removal of Manganese from Ground Water: Innovation of RRI 
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distribution pipes, which may 
slough off as a black precipitate 
[4]. Therefore, the acceptability 
threshold value of manganese 
(0.10 mg/I) is four times less 
than the provisional 
health-based guideline 
value(0.4mg/I). 

Groundwater is abundant in 
Bangladesh and the aquifers 
are highly productive. 90% of 
Bangladeshi depends on 
ground water for drinking 
purpose because much of 
surface water of Bangladesh is 
microbially unsafe to drink [5]. 
Unfortunately, the vast area of 
Bangladesh’s groundwater is 
naturally contaminated with 
arsenic, iron and manganese 
concentrations above the WHO 
drinking water guideline and 
even the Bangladesh drinking 
water guideline [1,6,7].

The national hydro-chemical 
survey [6] has shown that in 
Bangladesh, large numbers of 
wells exceed permissible limits 
for iron (Fe) and manganese 
(Mn). This is true of shallow 
tubewells, and also to some 
extent for deep tube weIls and 
ring-wells, which are common water supply 
options in arsenic-affected areas. The national 
hydro-chemical survey found that half of the wells 
surveyed exceeded the Bangladesh drinking water 
standard for iron (1 mg/I) and three quarters 
exceeded the standard for Mn (0.1 mg/I). Both of 
these limits are based on aesthetic considerations; 
above these levels, people may be unwilling to 
drink the water and turn instead to a 
better-tasting, but microbiologically less safe 
water sources. About 40% of wells were found to 
exceed the WHO health-based guide value (0.4 
mg/I). Some of iron and manganese 
concentrations reported in the national 
hydro-chemical survey [6] are very high, over ten 
times the permissible limit. Iron and manganese 
concentration as high as 25 mg/I and 10 mg/I, 
respectively have been reported. Average iron 
concentration has been reported to be 3 mg/l 
(median I mg/I) and average manganese 
concentration 0.5 mg/I (median 0.3 mg/I) [8]. 

Iron (II) and Manganese (II) are chemically 
reduced, soluble, invisible and may exist in tube 
well waters or bottom water of a deep reservoir. 
Health effects from over-exposure of iron and 
manganese include Kashin-Beck disease and 
increased risk of heart disease. Concerning 
manganese present in water in high concentration, 
the nervous system has been determined to be the 
primary target. There is increasing evidence of 
neurotoxicity of manganese by the oral route, 
especially in infants fed with infant formulas 
containing manganese [9]. However, manganese 
issue has attracted relatively less attention, partly 
because ground waters high in Mn are often found 
to be high in Fe as well, and both result in a similar 
metallic taste [1,10,11]. This research work is 
consistent with GOAL 3: Good Health and Well 
Being and GOAL 6: Clean water and Sanitation of 
the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) to 
transform our world. 

Water use in Agriculture



Manganese can be removed using the same 
processes of oxidation, precipitation and �iltration 
as in iron removal [12]. Some studies [10] reported 
that naturally present DO and other constituents 
(e.g., bicarbonate) in water could promote removal 
of Mn in a �ilter media (by sorption and oxidation) 
without the addition of an oxidant. This 
phenomenon needs to be investigated in more 
detail through laboratory experiments [11]. Mn 
(II) oxidation can lead to precipitation of Mn (III, 
IV) oxides which are in turn good adsorbents    and 
oxidants [13]. A number of studies [14-16] showed 
that Mn is removed effectively from groundwater 
by oxidation and adsorption processes. Media 
coated with synthetic Mn oxides have also been 
found to have good Mn removal ef�iciency [17-20]. 
Manganese oxide coated �ilter media could 
therefore be potentially used for Mn removal from 
groundwater, although no report of its use in 
Bangladesh could be gathered [11]. Oxidation 
precipitation is by far the most widely used 
technique for manganese removal from water. A 
number of water quality parameters, such as pH; 
Eh, iron, organic matter, etc. can affect the 
ef�iciency of manganese removal from water [21]. 
Manganese oxide coatings formed on �ilter media 
in �iltration beds have been found to act as good 
adsorbent for Mn and also plays a role in its 
oxidation [1,11,22,23].

Objectives 

The major objectives of the present work were to 
investigate the ef�iciency of manganese removal 
from ground water by contact oxidation in 
laboratory as well as in �ield levels.

Outline of Methodology/ Experimental Design

The methodologies which have been adopted to 
achieve the objectives of the research work are 
summarized below:

i) Raw water has been collected from tube wells of 
River Research Institute (RRI), Faridpur and 
analyzed for routine drinking water parameters.

ii) In laboratory, for evaluating the performances 
of contact oxidation in�luent water have  been 
passed through  open air horizontal tray of single 
and multiple layered stone chips beds maintaining 
a speci�ic �low rate and the ef�luent water have 
been collected and analyzed for residual 
manganese.

iii) Based on the above results of the open air 
multiple horizontal tray one household level plant 
and one community level plant having 

multi-chamber down-�low and up �low roughing 
�ilter chambers have been constructed with 
provision of aeration in each chamber. 

iv) Performance of single layered trays, multiple 
layered trays and different chambers of roughing 
�ilter have been individually assessed in this study 
in terms of their effectiveness in removing 
manganese from raw water. Other relevant water 
quality parameters have also been assessed.

v) In the laboratory, manganese concentrations of 
water samples have been determined using Atomic 
Absorption Spectrophotometer and HACH 
spectrophotometer.

Result and discussions

Raw water manganese concentration of the 
laboratory based open air horizontal tray, 
household level treatment plant and community 
level treatment plant were 0.361 mg/l,0.332 mg/l 
and 0.878 mg/l respectively. With the passage of 
time the manganese concentration in the ef�luent 
was found to be decreasing. This was due to 
gradually adsorption of precipitated iron �locs on 
the coarse media surfaces and gradually 
deposition of the same in the interstices and these 
iron particles along with other metal 
oxy-hydroxides provided increased adsorption 
surfaces for the manganese ions to be adsorbed. 
Final manganese concentration of the ef�luent 
water of laboratory based open air horizontal tray, 
household level treatment plant and community 
level treatment plant were 0.007mg/l,0.015 mg/l 
and 0.014 mg/l respectively indicating manganese 
removal performance of 98%, 95.49% and 98.4% 
respectively. These results indicate that 

• Removal of manganese  through contact 
oxidation  in laboratory trays, community  level 
treatment plant and  household level treatment 
plant are very effective.

• The ef�luent manganese concentration was found 
to be safe for drinking and cooking purposes.

• Manganese removal ef�iciency was found to be 
the function of raw water manganese 
concentration.

S M Abu Horayra
Director General, RRI

Md. Matiar Rahman Mondol
Principal Scienti�ic Of�icer, RRI
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Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100: RRI Ready to Support Planning and
Designing in River Training Works through Smart Technologies 

Abstract

This paper focuses on an analytical study carried 
out with a view to examine the linkage between 
Bangladesh Delta Plan (BDP) 2100 projects and 
specialized consultancy services of River Research 
Institute (RRI), Faridpur through modeling. In this 
context the Objectives, Visions, Missions, Goals, 
Strategies and Measures, Opportunities and 
Challenges etc. of BDP 2100 have been reviewed. 
On the other hand, mandates, activities and 
specialized services of RRI have been reviewed. 
The study revealed that for the development of 
�lood management and drainage system scheme in 
future; embankment, polder and other water 
resources management structure’s repairing, 
re-construction, design modi�ication or change as 
per needed and the activities of river excavation or 
dredging etc. through feasibility study are included 
in Delta plan, which is directly related with RRI 
activities. That is there is huge scope of RRI for 
planning and designing support in river training 
works, bank protection works, irrigation and 
drainage system development works during the 
implementation of BDP 2100 projects. At the end 

of this paper, conclusions and recommendations 
are summarized for making the project sustainable 
and cost effective through smart technologies.

Background of Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100

Bangladesh is a �lat deltaic region having most 
complex river system in the world. It has a unique 
and uncommon system of rivers, tributaries and 
distributaries which play an important role in its 
agriculture, communication and economic 
development. Bangladesh is also a least developed 
country which is the most vulnerable to �lood, river 
bank erosion, drought, cyclone and storm surge 
and these are a perennial occurrence in 
Bangladesh. These hazards take away a huge toll of 
lives and valuable properties each year, which 
affects our micro economy severely. Though many 
initiatives had been taken for water resources 
management and agricultural development in 
Bangladesh from 1960 to before the establishment 
of the BDP 2100 in the �ield level that were mainly 
based on sectorial plan, �ifth year plan and short 
time based plan. Besides this, there were no 
coordination between different sectors and did not 
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consider integrated approach including climate 
change. Consequently, our development systems in 
tidal and non tidal area are hindered frequently 
and agricultural activities are threatened 
unanimously in consequence of different natural 
hazards mentioned in above due to climate change. 
Under these circumstances, to overcome the 
challenge of Climate Change and natural hazards 
risk, General Economic Division of Planning 
Commission, Bangladesh has formulated long term 
(100 years) plan “Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100 
(BDP 2100)” with the directives of Hon’ble Prime 
Minister Sheikh Hasina continuing current 
economic development with a holistic and 
integrated approach among the agriculture, water 
and environment sector for the sustainable 
development. The main objective of Delta plan is 
the usages of sustainable water resources and the 
prevention of water related natural hazards 
mentioned above.

Objective of the Study

To examine the linkage between Bangladesh Delta 
Plan (BDP) 2100 projects and RRI’s specialized 
services through modeling for making the projects 
sustainable and cost effective.

Methodology

Review and analysis of BDP 2100 reports and RRI 
mandates & activities including conducted model 
studies in the past. 

Vision, Mission and Goals of Bangladesh Delta 
Plan 2100

Bangladesh Government has approved Bangladesh 
Delta Plan 2100 (BDP 2100) on September 04, 
2018 with the vision or aspiration of achieving 
'safe, climate resilient and prosperous Delta' by 
2100. In other words, 'BDP 2100’ is the plan for 
moving Bangladesh forward towards the end of 
21st Century with the mission of ensuring ‘long 
term water and food security, economic growth 
and environmental sustainability while effectively 
reducing vulnerability to natural disasters and 
building resilience to climate change and other 
delta challenges through robust, adaptive and 
integrated strategies and equitable water 
governance’. To formulate BDP 2100 the tentative 
impact of climate change  has been projected and 
accordingly future scenario has been projected 

through integrated analysis of water, land, 
agriculture, spatial plan, public health, 
environment, disaster management, food security, 
economic growth, spatial and environmental 
development etc. In other words, what can be 
happened after 100 years considering that and 
afterwards step by step linking constructive future 
with present scenario required rules, strategies 
and program has been �ixed. Through this plan 
present scenario has been linked with achieving 
expected future. Exactly how we want to build 
Bangladesh in coming years of this century, BDP 
2100 has been formulated in that way considering 
all the scenario. 

BDP 2100 would be implemented using a holistic 
and integrated approach. With this approach, a 
series of goals included in the BDP 2100 which are 
consistent with the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). These are water and food security, 
climate change and environmental sustainability, 
people's livelihood, economic growth, social 
development, knowledge development, 
biodiversity, forestry and agriculture production 
etc. The goals are also included of development of 
effective institutions and equitable governance 
within the boundary and trans-boundary water 
resources management. Considering all these, 
Delta high level goals and Delta speci�ic goals are 
�ixed as the following:
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Delta High level Goals

Goal 1: Eliminate extreme poverty by 2030
Goal 2: Achieve Upper Middle Income Country 
status by 2030
Goal 3: Being a prosperous country beyond 2041

Delta Speci�ic Goals 

Goal 1: Ensure safety from �loods and climate 
change related disasters; 
Goal 2: Ensure water security and ef�iciency of 
water usages; 
Goal 3: Ensure sustainable and integrated river 
systems and estuaries management; 
Goal 4: Conserve and preserve wetlands and 
ecosystems and promote their proper use; 
Goal 5: Develop effective institutions and equitable 
governance for in-country and trans-boundary 
water resources management; and 
Goal 6: Achieve optimal use of land and water 
resources. 

RRI Activities and Mandates

Bangladesh is a riverine country. Being the land of 
three mighty rivers and �ifty seven trans boundary 
rivers, Bangladesh suffers due to �lood, riverbank 
erosion and sedimentation and these are the 
common phenomena as well as recurring 
problems in the country. Bangladesh is one of the 
biggest Delta in the world, which experiences 
�loods, riverbank erosion, drought, storm-surge, 
cyclones and different types of natural disasters 
every year due to climate change. The 
consequences of these disasters are affecting the 

livelihood of the people signi�icantly, which also 
hinders the economic development of Bangladesh. 
River problems are very complicated and generally 
any water resources development project is very 
costly. Riverbank erosion mitigation, river training, 
river dredging, �lood control, irrigation & drainage 
system development are also very complicated and 
price worthy process both in technical and 
�inancial aspects. That’s why when any project or 
scheme is taken up, before implementation in the 
�ield extensive scienti�ic investigation, research 
and study is required in order to arrive at correct 
engineering solution. Researches and studies carry 
a great importance to �ind out that correct 
engineering solution. Having considering these 
matters, the Government of Bangladesh 
established RRI as a Statutory Public Authority 
under the Ministry of Water Resources in 1990 by 
an ordinance (Act 53) in view of formulating plans 
and actions to develop water resources of 
Bangladesh in a sustainable manner. As per act 53, 
RRI has been providing planning and design 
support service through physical modelling with a 
view to develop the water resources since its 
establishment in water resources development 
projects taken by the different organizations of 
different ministry for river training, riverbank 
protection, river dredging, �lood control, irrigation 
& drainage system development, river restoration 
and river �low areas. 

Through Physical modeling a water resources 
engineer or designer or planner or researcher can 
visualize at a glance whole phenomena and verify 

Meghalaya Garo Hills, Susong Durgapur of Netrokona
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the impact of any hydraulic structure or hydraulic 
interventions in the river regime. An Engineer or 
designer can able to optimize the design 
parameters such as local scour, �low �ield, 
maximum velocity, length, spacing, location and 
orientation of the structure etc. as well as designer 
can choose best option (type of structure, shape 
etc.). 

Recently, it has been proved that physical and 
mathematical modelling tools are complementary 
to each other. Both model have been proved very 
essential for sound engineering judgments to �ind 
out solutions for different water resources 
development projects as well as to derive and 

verify the design parameters of any hydraulic 
structures, bank protection and river training 
works. In view of this, RRI has adopted 
hybrid-modelling approach since 2009 by using 
physical as well as Mathematical modelling to 
improve the understanding of different water 
systems, which may lead to SMART Bangladesh 
through safe, sustainable, ef�icient and cost 
effective solutions for engineering problems. 

The world is on the shores of the 4th Industrial and 
Technological Revolutions that will fundamentally 
change how the peoples live, work and interact. 
Government intension is to promote the 
development of new technologies in all 
engineering and business management areas. To 
meet the new changes, in 2009, the Government of 
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh embarked on 
the world’s �irst implementation of the 4th 
Industrial Revolutions with the initiative of ‘Digital 
Bangladesh’. As a part of that initiative, RRI starts 
Mathematical modelling since 2009 at the present 
Government time which is customized based 
software. Though hydraulic research directorate of 
RRI conducts Physical modelling since its 
establishment. Besides this, recently RRI has 
purchased modern and sophisticated equipment, 
machine and software which are a potent tool for 
achieving the objectives of the 4th Industrial 
Revolution.

Through model study it is possible to predict about 
effectiveness of the structures as well as stability of 
the project before implementation in the �ield. 
Model helps to determine different design 
parameters of the structures such as length, 
alignment, orientation, scour or deposition around 
the structures. There is opportunity to modify 
design parameter in the model study if needed. 

Analysis

Strategies and Measures of BDP 2100:

◻ Re-excavation of small river, canal and water 
bodies. Increased water holding capacity through 
Capital & Maintenance dredging of medium and 
large rivers and used that water for irrigation, 
increased navigation of river and keep river �low 
continue.

◻ River training for keeping suf�icient river �low 
and passage/path rightly (construction of guide 
bund, spur/groyne, river bank protection by 
revetment or block etc)

◻ Construction of different hydraulic structures 
for irrigation and drainage system development 
(Barrage, dam, regulator, sluice gate, culvert, 
embankment, dike, polder etc)

◻ Land reclamation and construction of road, 
embankment by dredged material 
(sediment/sand). The main objectives of the land 
reclamation is to create healthy, comfortable, 
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natural environment through forestation being 
constructed road, embankment and polder.

Here it is needed to mention that for the 
development of �lood management and drainage 
system scheme in future; embankment, polder and 
other water resources management structure’s 
repairing, re-construction, design modi�ication or 
change as per needed and the activities of river 
excavation or dredging etc. through feasibility 
study are included in Delta plan, which is directly 
related with River Research Institute (RRI) 
activities. That is there is huge scope of work for 
RRI to support planning and designing in river 
training works, bank protection works and 
irrigation & drainage system development works 
of BDP 2100 projects. 

Area where RRI Can Work in BDP 2100 Projects

▶ River Restoration projects through Capital and 
Maintenance dredging:

River restoration program of silted and nearly 
dead river through dredging has been included in 
BDP 2100. The three mighty river of the country is 
much braided and it has many tributaries and 
distributaries. The width of tributaries and 
distributaries is very low comparatively to the 
major rivers. Their movement and nature are very 
complex. Most of the small river (tributaries and 
distributaries) has disconnected from the major 
river in dry season. As a result, there is no �low in 
these rivers during dry period. It can be mentioned 
here that many small rivers have vanished due to 
prolongation of such kind of process and this 
process is still on going. Offtake of different branch 
rivers are rising each year and branch rivers are 
cut off from the major river during dry season. As a 
result, there is hindering agriculture, �isheries, 
forest, navigation, drinking/domestic water and 
environment of the concerned area. For instance, 
the name of different branch rivers may be 
mentioned here, such as Mathabhanga, Gorai, 
Chandana, Fotikjani, Pungli, Dhaleshwari etc. 
which sources are from Ganges and Jamuna.  It is 
very essential the restoration of such kind of silted 
and nearly dead river for saving the equilibrium of 
environment. To tackle the offtake problem i.e., 
sediment control and �low in the river round the 
year, it is feasible through physical model study to 
predict what type of structure is effective in the 
mouth of offtake.

For example, Gorai River Restoration project is 
notable for physical model study completed by 
RRI. Gorai is a branch river of Ganges and it is only 
source of fresh water for south-western part of the 
country. It may be cited here; India Government 
constructed the Farakka Barrage on the Ganges in 
1975 and after that India diverts 40,000 cusec 
water in Bhagoroti-Huglee River under West 
Bengal district, India. As a consequence, during dry 
season the �low of water in the river downstream 
of the Barrage (in Bangladesh) considerably 
reduced. Consequently, hydrological and 
morphological changes are occurred in Ganges 
River causing sedimentation at the Gorai offtake. 
Due to prolongation of this situation, Gorai offtake 
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is completely closed during dry season. As a result, 
Ganges dependent area, south-western part of the 
country’s agriculture, �isheries, forest, navigation, 
and domestic water including bio-diversity of 
world heritage Mangrove Forest Sundarban is 
hindering enormous. RRI had conducted with 
successfully physical model study under Gorai 
river restoration project taken by the Bangladesh 
Water Development Board (BWDB). In the model 
study (�igure showed above), it had been seen that 
the river �low from Ganges to Gorai was possible 
around the whole year without capital dredging, 
but only through guide bund and �low divider. 
However, due to diversion of water in upstream 
(India), sometimes may be needed maintenance 
dredging which is recommended in the study 
report. The result of the study has contributed 
with immense importance to make the design and 
planning of the project. 

▶ River training works including bank protection 
for river �low and direction rightly :

River training works program has been included in 
BDP 2100 for river �low and direction rightly. 
Bangladesh is riverine country. Its bank erosion 
problem is unusual character and dimension is 
also unusual in different area for each year. 
Because of the three major rivers carries 4.5 
million cubic-meters sediment in a year and the 
behavior/characteristics of one river are different 
from others. That’s why the morphological 
changes of these rivers are varied in different area 
for each year. For this, cause of bank erosion and 
selection of appropriate structure for protecting 
vulnerable area are most important. 

To protect the bank erosion of the affected area 
what type of structural measures [such as 
groyne/spur (permeable or impermeable), block 
dumping, revetment (C.C.block, sand bag/geobag 
or brick mattress), etc] or what type of 
non-structural measures (diversion of water 
through by pass channel, increasing river section 
etc) is ef�icient that is determined through physical 
and mathematical model study of the affected area 
and it is recommended with required type of 
structure and its design parameter (such as length, 
alignment, orientation, shape, scour depth, design 
velocity etc). Theoretically, one of the major 
advantages of physical modeling is to simulate 
extreme event in the model easily. Modeling is 
helpful for making the structure safe, sustainable 
and cost effective.

▶ Hydraulic Structure Construction for Irrigation 
and Drainage System Development projects:

Bangladesh’s economy is agricultural based. For 
the sustainable development in agriculture, it is 
necessary to apply water in right time and 
required amount to the �ield. In BDP 2100, 
irrigation and drainage system facilities have been 
included for dry season and wet season 
respectively. Suf�icient rainfall is occurred from 
May to October of the year, amount of rainfall from 
November to March (dry season) is not suf�icient 
for the crop. That’s why it is required to apply 
arti�icial irrigation in the crop land for dry season. 
Since Bangladesh is riverine country, so it is 
important task to provide irrigation in dry season 
using surface water. In order to expand low cost 
and sustainable irrigation and drainage system, it 
is desired to construct different hydraulic 
structure and �low divider on different rivers of 
Bangladesh such as barrage, dam, regulator, sluice 
gate, culvert, embankment, dike, polder etc for 
water storage as well as drainage. RRI have been 
conducted such kind of study successfully through 
physical modeling to con�irm the ef�icacy of the 
structure. For example, Teesta Barrage project, 
Teesta silt trap model, Teesta canal head regulator, 
Monu barrage project, Magura barrage project and 
Ganges barrage project.

It is known to all that due to lack of fresh water in 
dry season, south-western part of the country 
including world heritage Sundarban caused 
damage to agriculture, �isheries, forest, navigation, 
drinking/domestic water and environment. It is 
mentionable that Ganges-Kobadak irrigation 
project which is the biggest project of 
south-western part of the country and its main 
source of water is Ganges River. In 1975, Farakka 
Barrage is constructed on the Ganges River in India 
boarder and after that the �low in Bangladesh 
during dry season has drastically reduced. As a 
result, due to not have of adequate water, the 
common activity of Ganges-Kobadak irrigation 
project is hindered regularly. The concerned 
expert believes that the storage of water in Ganges 
River during dry season is the paramount solution 
to prevail over the aforesaid crisis, which will 
guarantee the �low of water in different tributaries 
and distributaries of north-western and 
south-western part of the country. To realize this, 
BWDB had taken a project entitled “Feasibility 
study and detail Engineering Design for Ganges 
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Barrage Project” to construct a barrage on the 
Ganges river. Accordingly, under that project RRI 
had completed physical model study of Ganges 
barrage and its different component such as Guide 
bunds, spillway, Gorai Offtake structures, river 
training works. The result of the study has 
contributed with immense importance to make the 
design and planning of the project.

▶ Bridge Construction Projects:

The economic growth is dependent as much on the 
development of communication system of a 
country. Because developed communication 
system of a country can rapidly transform the 
socio-economic condition of the people. Keeping it 
in mind the Government is constructing costly 
roadway bridges over different river. The existence 
of the bridge depends on pier, guide 
bund/abutment on both side of the bridge, the 
right selection and engineering design of the river 
training structure both side upstream and 
downstream of the bridge. Because, there are 
many in danger tributaries and distributaries in 
Bangladesh, this is always eroding. Its bank 
erosion problem is unusual nature and dimension 
in different area for each year. It is promising to 
address the problem for the selected bridge area, 
physical model study is important for more safety. 
The study is competent to predict the behavior of 

the river, to choose the best option and �inalization 
of design parameter of the structure.

IEB Proceedings (2017) revealed that the 
expenditure involved in carrying out researches, 
test and studies through physical modeling is very 
insigni�icant compared to the total cost of the 
project. If a small part of the budget is allocated for 

research through physical modeling for river 
training and river bank protection works, then 
concerned research organization will be able to 
carry out extensive multi-disciplinary research, 
study properly on bank erosion problem, which 
would be helpful in planning and designing of the 
infrastructure for the developments of water 
resources in a sustainable manner.

Conclusions

– There is huge scope of work for RRI to support 
planning and designing in river training works, 
bank protection works and irrigation & drainage 
system development works of BDP 2100 projects.

– RRI is the only Government research 
organization where both physical and 
mathematical modelling facilities are available. So, 
it is possible to receive a specialized services from 
a single source organization at a low cost and time 
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for making a project sustainable and cost effective 
through hybrid modelling approach.

– Small part of the total project cost (only 1% or 
2% money) is needed to conduct the model study 
which would be turn through making the project 
sustainable, safe, less risk and cost effective.

Recommendations

– Through the modeling approach the con�idence 
level of the planner or designer would be 
increased. On the other hand, RRI will have scope 
to develop its research personnel through capacity 
building. Finally RRI would be developed as a 
self-earning institute under the Ministry of Water 
Resources in Bangladesh. That’s why, it is 
necessary to formulate a plan or act to be engaged 
RRI with the different national water resources 

development activities via its existing modelling 
tools and facilities.

– Due to river bank erosion the economy of the 
affected areas or the whole country may negatively 
get impacted in both the short and medium term. 
That’s why signi�icant attention is being paid to 
erosion mitigation systems on both management 
and technology aspect for Bangladesh.

Engr. Dr. Md. Alauddin Hossain,
Principal Scienti�ic Of�icer, RRI

Md. Bakahid Hossain
Director (Admin & Finance), RRI

S M Abu Horayra
Director General, RRI
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বাংলােদেশর হাওর ও জলাভূিম: আমােদর স�বনা

�কৃিতর েবিসন সদৃ� হাওর েয কত সু�র হেত পাের তা জুন 
জুলাই এ উ�র পূব ৰ্া�েলর েজলাগুেলােত �মণ করেল 
অনুধাবন করা যায়। গাছ গাছালী, পাখ পাখালী আর মাছ িনেয় 
হাওরগুিল স�েদর খিন িহেসেব িবেবিচত হেয় থােক। 
ম��াচয্ �মণ করেল বাংলােদেশর হাওর ও জলাভূিমর 
েসৗ�য ৰ্, মূ� এবং এর অবদান পির�ার হেয় উেঠ। শীতকােল 
পিরযায়ী পাখী হাওেরর েসৗ�য ৰ্ আেরা বহুগুণ বািড়েয় েদয়। 
সুনামগ�, িসেলট, হিবগ�, েমৗলিভবাজার, িকেশারগ�, 
েন�েকাণা, �া�ণবািড়য়া েজলার েমাট ৩৭িট উপেজলা িনেয় 
৩৭৩ িট হাওর রেয়েছ বাংলােদেশ। হাওর এলাকা েদখেত 
যতটা সু�র, জীবন যাপন ততটাই কিঠন। পিরপূণ ৰ্ পািনর 
সময় হাওেরর েসৗ�য উপেচ পেড়, পাখী আর মাছ ছুটাছুিট  
কের েবড়ায়। অপরিদেক �চ� েঢউ এ আবা�ল, িটলা েভংেগ 
পেড়। মানুষজনেক বাড়ীঘর বাঁচােত সব ৰ্দা �িত�� থাকেত 
হয়, অথ ৰ্ �য় করেত হয়। আমােদর উজােন ১৩িট বাংলাদশ 
এিরয়ার �াস�াড যখন েনেম আেস তখন েচেয় থাকা ছাড়া 
আমােদর িকছুই করার থােক না। এেত কের জীবন জীিবকা, 
জান-মােলর মারা�ক �িত হেয় থােক। েচরাপুি� ও 
িহমালেয়র পািন আসার সময় �চুর েসিডেম� বহন কের িনেয় 
আেস ভরাট কের নদী, হাওর ও িন�া�ল।

সংে�েপ আমােদর করনীয় িবেবচয্ হেত পাের :-

১. হাওর এলাকার জনগেণর জীবনমােনর উ�য়ন।
২. তােদর যাতায়াত �ব�ার উ�য়ন।
৩. জলাভূিমেত মােছর উৎপাদন বৃি�।
৪. নদীর না�তা বৃি�।
৫. খাল খনন।
৬. ের�েরশন অফ ওেয়ট�া� বা হাওেরর তলেদশ 
খনন ও মািট উ�য়ন কােজ �বহার। 
৭. পশুপাখী বাঁচােনা।
৮. পয ৰ্টেনর িব�ার, কমুিনিট েবজড পয ৰ্টন।
৯. দুেয ৰ্াগ ��িত।
১০. িবক� কম ৰ্সং�ান।

শুকনা েমৗসুেম এক িসজন ধান হয় বেট িক� পােয় হাটা ছাড়া 
হাওের আর েকান বাহন পাওয়া যায় না। অসু�য্ েরাগীেক 
আনা েনওয়ার ে�ে� কােঠর ওপর শুইেয় হাসপাতােল িনেয় 
েযেত হয়। ফসেলর সময় ফসল র�া বাঁধ িনম ৰ্ােণর জ� 
সরকারেক অেনক টাকা �য় করেত হয়। হাওর এলাকায় 
েবশীরভাগ জিমর মািলক সরকার, িকছু জিম মািলকানাধীন 
আর বাকী জিমেত ভূইেফাড় েলাকজন ফসল আবাদ কের। এ 
িনেয়  মােঝ মােঝ িববাদ, লুটপােটর ঘটনা ঘেট- ৈতরী কের 
আইন শৃ�লার অবনিত।
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হাওর এলাকায় বত ৰ্মােন েয পিরমােন মাছ পাওয়া যায় তার 
েচেয় ৫ গুণ েবশী মাছ পাওয়ার স�াবনা রেয়েছ অিত সহেজই। 
িসজেন কেয়ক েকািট েপানা মাছ েছেড় িদেল বছর েশেষ 
মােছর উৎপাদন যা বাড়েব তা বাঙালী েখেয় েশষ করেত 
পারেব না। আমরা িসেলেটর রাতারগুল েদখেত যাই। হাওর 
এলাকায় কেয়ক েকািট করচ গাছ বা িহজল, তমাল লাগােনা 
েগেল আরও বড় বড় রাতারগুল সৃি� করা স�ব হেব। গাছ 
লাগােল গােছর েগাড়ায় মাছ আ�য় িনেত পাের, পাখীর 
আ�য়�ল হেত পাের। এলাকার েসৗ�য ৰ্ বহুগুণ বাড়ােত পাের। 
সব ৰ্পির কাব ৰ্ন এিমশন কেম আসেব। জাম ৰ্ানীেত শতকরা ৫০ 
ভােগর েবশী বনভূিম। আমরা েস িচ�া কের এিগেয় যেত চাই।

হাওর এলাকায় ৩৭িট  উপেজলােক কােন� কের ১০০ 
িকেলািমটার �াইওভার িনম ৰ্াণ করা েযেত পাের। এেত 
একিদেক এলাকার মানুষজেনর েমািবিলিট বাড়েব অ�িদেক 
েদেশ পয ৰ্টন িশে�র িবকাশ ঘটেব। মেন রাখার িবষয় হেলা 
েদেশ ১৬ েকািট মানুষ যিদ বছের একবার েকাথাও েবড়ােত 
েযেত চায় তা হেল েকাথায় যােব? ক�বাজার, পাহাড়ী  
এলাকা? হা লং েব এর মেতা আমােদর হাওেরও কেয়ক েকািট 
মানুষ েবড়ােত েযেত পাের। তেব েসে�ে� মানুেষর েবড়ােনার 
সকল �ব�া থাকেত হেব অ�থায় মানুষেক আটকােনােতা 
যােবই না বরং তারা  পিরেবশ ন� করেব।  হাওের পয ৰ্টেনর 
জ� যাতায়াত �ব�া, থাকার �ব�া, ইি�ন িবহীন েনৗকা, 
বজৰ্-�ব�াপনার সং�ান করেত হেব। 

হাওেরর মানুষ েয পািনেত েগাসল কের, েয পািন খায় েসই 
পািনেত েসিনেটশন কায ৰ্ স�াদন কের িবষয়িট কতই না 
আমানিবক হেত পাের। ওরা জ� েথেকই এটার সােথ অভয্�। 
িক� তােদরেক, তােদর জীবন মানেক উ�ত করেত আমােদর 

সকেলর �েচ�া থাকা দরকার। সুইেডন েদশিট পুেরাটাই 
হাওর বা জলাভূিম। উচু িডিবর মেতা এলাকাগুেলা �েটকশন 
ওয়াল িদেয় বাধাই কের বাড়ী, ঘর, �ল, হাসপাতাল সবই 
তারা কেরেছ। সুইজার�া�-এ েয েলক রেয়েছ েসগুেলােক 
�েটকশন ওয়াল িদেয় বািধেয় রাখা হেয়েছ এবং পৃিথবীর 
সু�রতম েদশ হেয়েছ। আমােদর হাওরগুিলর বসিত  এলাকায় 
�েটকশন ওয়াল েদয়া েযেত পাের; যােত কের �িতবছর 
এখানকার মানুষ ঘরবাড়ী ভাংগেনর হাত েথেক র�া পায়। 
�ামগুিলেত ওয়াকওেয় ৈতরী করা �েয়াজন, েসালার লাইট 
�াপন করা যায়। মান স�ত েসিনেটশন এবং খাবার পািনর 
�ব�া করা েযেত পাের। এসেবর জ� িকছু আমে�লা �ক� 
েনয়ার িবক� নাই। একই সােথ �াম �েটকশন; খাল খনন, 
মাছ েছেড়  েদয়া এবং গাছ লাগােনা কায ৰ্�ম �হণ করা েযেত 
পাের। আমার �াম আমার শহর ে�াগানেক কােজ লািগেয় 
�ামগে� আইিট �িশ�ণ িদেয় ি� লান্চার বােনােনা েযেত 
পাের। 

িশকােগা শহর েলক িমিশগান �েদর পােশ গেড় উেঠেছ, 
েযখােন হাজার হাজার বহুতল িবি�ং করা হেয়েছ। একই 
ভােব িসংগাপুর িসিটও পািনর উপর গেড় উেঠেছ। হাজার 
বছেরর ইিতহাস পয ৰ্ােলাচনা করেল েদখা যায় পািনর পাে�ৰ্ই 
সভয্তা গেড় উেঠেছ। আমােদর হাওর এলাকার উ�য়েনর 
জ�, হাওর এলাকায় সভয্তার িবকাশ ঘটােত হেব। হাওরেক 
সারা বছেরর জ� জলাধাের রূপা�র করেত হেব। িব� 
িবজেনস েক� দুবাই পািনেক েক� কের এক ন�র হেয়েছ। 
আর মাল�ীপ এবং েনদার�া� েদশ দুইিটেতা পািনর িনেচ। 

হাওর এর আগামী িদেনর সম�া হেলা ধীর ধীের পিল পের 
এগুেলা ভরাট হেয় যাে�, এেত সামিয়কভােব মানুষ ফসল চাষ 

করেত পারেছ। িক� �মা�েয় ভরাট হেয় 
হাওর একসময় পািন ধারণ �মতা স�ণ ৰ্ 
রূেপ হারােব। তখন ফসলেতা দূেরর কথা 
পুেরা এলাকাই মরুভূিমেত রূপা�র হেয় 
েযেত পাের। এজ� সময় থাকেত উিচৎ হেব 
হাওরগুেলা েথেক সরকারী ভােব মািট িবি� 
কের এগুেলার গভীরতা বাড়ােনা। ফেল সারা 
বছর মাছ চাষ করা স�ব হেব যা ধান বা অ� 
ফসেলর েচেয় অেনক েবশী লাভজনক। 
হাওর ও নদীেত পািন ধারণ �মতা বাড়ােল 
এলাকায় মরুকরণ �ি�য়া েরাধ হেব। যার 
আিথ ৰ্ক ভয্ালু েযেকান েদেশর জ� অেনক 
েবশী। েদেশ উ�য়নমূলক কােজর জ� মািট 
বা বালু অিত �েয়াজনীয়। হাওেরর মািট 
কাটা হেল সরকার েযমন আিথ ৰ্ক লাভবান 
হেব েতমনই মানুেষর মািটর চািহদাও িমটেব



সরকার েযমন আিথ ৰ্ক লাভবান হেব েতমনই মানুেষর মািটর 
চািহদাও িমটেব। হাওর এলাকায় হা লং েব িকংবা মািস ৰ্ং 
টাউন এর মেতা পয ৰ্টন সুিবধা ৈতরী করা েযেত পাের। একই 
সােথ কমুিনিট েবইজড পয ৰ্টনও ইনে�ািডউস করা েযেত 
পাের- যােত কের এলাকার েলাকজন উপকৃত হেব এবং 
তােদর আ�হ ও অংশ�হণ বাড়েব। পয ৰ্টকরা এলাকার 
েলাকজেনর বাড়ীর বাড়িত ঘের থাকেব, খাবার খােব এবং 
েপেম� িদেব। ফলত উভয় প�ই লাভবান হেব। েরামাি� 
সহ িকছু জায়গায় এই প�িত চালু আেছ। ফসল ফলােনর 
েচেয় মাছ চাষ েযেহতু লাভজনক, এজ� পুেরা হাওের মাছ 
চাষ করা েযেত পাের। এে�ে� যােদর জিম আেছ তােদরেক 
মাছ চােষ স�ৃ� করেত হেব, এবং মােছর অিধকার িদেত 
হেব ফেল তারাই ধােনর বদেল মাছ চােষ এিগেয় আসেব।  
মাছ ধরার জ� কাের� জাল আর মশারী জাল িচরতের ব� 
করা দরকার। মানুষেক সেচতন করার  পাশাপািশ েমাবাইল 
েকােট ৰ্র মা�েম �ব�া েনয়া দরকার। চলনিবেলর পািন 
একসময় চলমান থাকেতা বেল এমন নামকরণ। কাল�েম  
এিটও ভরাট হেয় েগেছ। এেকও পূেব ৰ্র চলমান আকাের িনেয় 
আসেত �ক� েনয়া জরুরী। মাছ চােষ এবং পয ৰ্টেন  এই 
িবলিট বড় ভূিমকা রাখেত পাের। অ�ুত �াপার হেলা নদী ও 
পুকুেরর েচেয় হাওের মাছ �ত বড় হয়।

হাওর এলাকায় কাজ করার ে�ে� েবশ কেয়কিট ম�ণালয়, 
দ�র সং�া কাজ করেলও সািব ৰ্ক উ�য়ন ও �ব�াপনার জ� 
জািতর িপতা ব�ব� ১৯৭৭ সােল হাওর উ�য়ন েবাড ৰ্ গঠন 
কেরন। পরবত�েত ২০১৬ সােল হাওর ও জলাভূিম উ�য়ন 
অিধদ�র গিঠত হয়। মহাপিরচালেকর েনতৃে� ১১৮ জন 
কম ৰ্কত ৰ্া কম ৰ্চারী িদেয় সরকারী গুরু�পূণ ৰ্ এই সং�ািট চলেছ। 
ৈতরী হেয়েছ হাওর মা�ার �ান- েযখােন ১৭িট ম�ণালয় িক 
কাজ করেব, িকভােব করেব তার কম ৰ্ িনেদ ৰ্িশকা �দান করা 
হেয়েছ। আর বত ৰ্মােন এসব দ�েরর কায ৰ্াবলীও মিনটর করা, 
সম�য় করার দািয়� �� হেয়েছ বাংলােদশ হাওর ও জলাভূিম 
উ�য়ন অিধদ�েরর উপর। উ�য়ন �ক� বা�বায়নও এ 
দ�েরর অ�তম একিট কাজ।

আজ এটা �মািণত জলজ উি�দ এবং জলজ �াণী মানুেষর 
জীবন ধারেণর জ� অপিরহায ৰ্। সমু�, হাওর ও জলাভূিম 
বাংলােদশেক এিগেয় িনেত পাের উ�য়েনর উধ ৰ্মুখী ধােপ। 
থাই�াে�র ফুেকট মেডেল পয ৰ্টন হেত পাের হাওর এলাকায়। 
বীচ �ব�াপনার ে�ে� আবুধািব �াইল ফেলা করা েযেত 
পাের- গাছ-গাছালী লািগেয়, েলিডস েজান, কাপল েজান এবং 
ি� েজান ৈতরী কের পয ৰ্টেনর মেডল িহেসেব গেড় উেঠেছ 
আবুধািব। ক�বাজাের এই প�িত জনি�য় হেত পাের। 
মাল�ীপ �াইেল পািন, �ীপ ইতয্ািদেক কােজ লাগােনা েযেত 
পাের। বাই�া িবেলর মাছ সবার জ� �দ ৰ্শন করা েযেত পাের। 

৩০/৪০ েকিজ ওজেনর েদশী  মাছ েদখেল কার না মন ভের 
যায়। সু�রবন েবড়ােনার জ� অিত উ�ম। ইি�ন েবাট 
িনিশ� কের সাধারণ েনৗকা িদেয় এর েসৗ�য ৰ্ অবেলাকেনর 
�ব�া করা েযেত পাের। েস�মািট ৰ্ন �ীপ হেত সকল বসিত 
উে�দ কের েকারাল �ীপেক র�া করেত হেব এবং সীিমত 
পয ৰ্টেনর �ব�া করেত হেব। কারণ েকারাল ভিব�েত অেনক 
বৃি� পােব। চাঁদপুর েহাক আর শরীয়তপুর েহাক- নদীগুেলােত 
বাধ িদেয়, বােধর দুধাের রা�া কের, গাছ লািগেয় দৃি�ন�ন 
েহেসেব গেড় েতালা স�ব। সান�া�িসসেকা মেডেল 
আমােদর নদীর �ীজ গুেলােত পাক ৰ্সহ অ�া� �াপনা িনম ৰ্াণ 
করা যায় যা �কৃিতেক সমৃ� করেব না একই সােথ মানুেষর 
মনেক �ফু� করেব। উ�ত িবে�র �েমাদতরী না েহাক 
িভেয়তনােমর আদেল পয ৰ্টেনর জ� দৃি�ন�ন হাউজ েবাট 
পিরচালনা করা েযেত পাের । সারািদন িকংবা দুইিদেনর জ� 
এসব েবাট হাওের অব�ান করেত পাের। িবেবচয্ িবষয় হেত 
পাের বজৰ্ �ব�াপনা। েসিটর �ব�াপনা- �ানীয় সরকার 
�িত�ানেক েদয়া েযেত পাের এর জ� তারা একটা ফী আদায় 
করেত পাের। আয় হেত পাের টাকা আর ডলার।

হাওর অ�েল এক ধরেনর জলজ ঘাস জ�ায় যা পুশ খা� 
িহেসেব �বহার করা যায়। কাছাকািছ এলাকার গরু-মিহেষর 
খামার করা েযেত পাের। যা এলাকার মানুষেক িবক� 
কম ৰ্সং�ান িদেত পাের। একই সােথ িবনা খরেচ হােসর ফাম ৰ্ 
করা েযেত পাের। এিটও একিট অধ ৰ্করী উৎপাদন। েকািট 
েকািট টন েসিডেম� আসার কারেণ হািতয়া স�ীপ এলাকার 
মািট ভরাট হেয় বড় বড় �ীেপর সৃি� হেব। আেগ েথেকই 
আমােদর সেচতন থাকেত হেব। যােত কের �কৃিতেক িবন� 
কের নয় বরং সু�র কের ভূ-ভােগর িব�িত ঘটােনা যায়। 
সুেযাগিট িঠকমেতা �বহার করেত পারেল �িতবছর সমুে� ১০ 
িক.িম. জায়গা েভেস উঠেত পাের। একইভােব ভূ-ভাগ বাড়েত 
পাের খুলনা, বােগরহাট ও িন�া�েল।

বাংলােদেশর জলাভূিম এক অপার স�াবনার �ার উে�াচন 
কেরেছ। আমােদর সুেযাগ আেছ  এেক আেরা এ�ে�ার করার। 
মাছ চাষ বাড়ােনা, �কৃিতেক সু�র কের সাজােনার জ� গাছ 
লাগােনা, জলজ উ�ীদেক �েয়াজন অনুযায়ী আহরন, জলযান 
স�সারন, হাওের �েয়াজনীয় সং�ক �াইওভার িনম ৰ্াণ, 
পয ৰ্টনেক িবকিশত করা অথ ৰ্াৎ � ইেকানিমর সুেযাগ কােজ 
লািগেয় বাংলােদশ হেত পাের উ�ত অথ ৰ্নীিতর েদশ।

 

েমা: আখতারু�ামান
মহাপিরচালক, বাংলােদশ হাওর ও জলাভূিম উ�য়ন অিধদ�র
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Potential for bene�it sharing in the 
Ganges–Brahmaputra–Meghna (GBM) Basin

Stresses on water resources in South Asia are 
intensifying with growing industrial development, 
population growth, climate change, and 
consequently there is increasing tension among 
riparian countries. Six of the eight states of the 
South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC)—India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, 
Afghanistan, and Bhutan—are co-riparian: India, 
Afghanistan, and Pakistan share the water of the 
Indus River system; India, Nepal, Bhutan, and 
Bangladesh share the 
Ganges–Brahmaputra–Meghna (GBM) system. 
Apart from Bhutan, water is insuf�icient in all of 
the aforementioned states. However, scarcity is not 
uniform in the region: there is variation from 
region to region and state to state. For example, 
northeast Indian states generally have an 
abundance of water, and India’s three western 
states of Punjab, Haryana, and Rajasthan have too 
little water. In contrast, Bangladesh has so much 
water in the monsoon which causes widespread 
�looding, yet scarcity of water in the dry season 
causes drought in part of the country.

An estimated 93% of the GBM river system is 

located outside Bangladesh. However, 93% of the 
water of the GBM catchment passes through 
Bangladesh. Being a lower riparian delta for the 
transboundary GBM river system, Bangladesh has 
no command over these rivers. Thus, what India 
and the other co-riparian (China, Nepal, Bhutan,) 
decide to do inevitably affects, and has potentially 
life-threatening consequences for Bangladesh. 

Scope of bene�it sharing In the 
Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (GBM) basin, the 
greatest potential area of bene�it sharing are 
hydropower generation, �lood control, and inland 
navigation. In the Prime-Ministerial meeting in 
2017, both prime ministers of India and 
Bangladesh discussed the advantages of 
sub-regional cooperation in the areas of electricity, 
water resources, trade, transit, and connectivity. In 
the case of India-Bangladesh-Nepal, there is great 
scope for bene�it sharing which is listed in the 
table below.

Bangladesh has too much water during the 
monsoon causing �lood and scarcity of water 
during the dry season. So, a water storage 
reservoir upstream can store water during the 
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monsoon and release it during the dry season. 
Moreover, all the riparian countries can improve 
the �lood forecasting system by exchanging 
hydrological information and technology. 

Bangladesh and India have a scarcity of electricity. 
Thus, importing hydroelectric power from 
upstream countries like Nepal could be an 
opportunity for these two countries to solve their 

electricity scarcity. Being a Himalayan country, 
Nepal can be the potential powerhouse for this 
region. All the riparian countries can take 
combined initiatives to develop hydropower in this 

region. Being landlocked countries, Nepal and 
Bhutan have no seaport. Therefore, Nepal and 
Bhutan can use seaport, river routes, and transit 
through India and Bangladesh. India also can use 

Potential parties Bene�its to be shared 

Nepal to 
Bangladesh 

• Water storage to mitigate �loods in monsoon and augment dry season �low 

• Supply of hydropower 

Bangladesh to 
Nepal 

• Provide transit through river and road 

• Provide �inancial and technical support for the construction of the storage 
dams 

Nepal to India • Supply of hydropower 

India to Nepal • Provide transit through river and road 

• Provide �inancial and technical support for the construction of the storage 
dams 

India to 
Bangladesh 

• Water storage structure (Brahmaputra) 

• Minimum �low in (major) common rivers 

• Electricity supply from Brahmaputra  

• Electricity supply (from Tripura) 

• Electricity supply (from Teesta) 

Bangladesh to 
India 

• Provide transit through river and road 

• Trade facility by reducing tax for Indian goods 

India and 
Bangladesh 

• Ecological Improvement of the Meghna 

• Improve Water Quality of the Ganges 

Between India, 
Bangladesh, 
Bhutan, and 
Nepal 

• Navigation, transit, and communication  

• Exchange of technology 

• Regional security 

• Water Quality /Ecological improvement 

• Water storage facility 

• Development of hydropower 

• Upgrading �lood forecasting 

SAARC to ASEAN 
Countries 
  
  

• Hydropower 

• Freight transfer through Brahmaputra-Irrawady-Salween-Mekong 
Navigation route 

• Asian highway 

International 
community to all 
the governments 

• Provide expertise and �inancial support for the water storage structures 

• Facilitate negotiation  

Table 1: Scope of Bene�it sharing identi�ied in the literature for South Asia
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transit and river routes through, rather than 
around Bangladesh to connect with the 
north-eastern states of India with much reduced 
transit distances and costs. Moreover, India, Nepal, 
Bhutan and Bangladesh can ensure regional 
security, water quality, and water availability by 
integrated management of the 
Ganges–Brahmaputra–Meghna (GBM) river 
system. There is a trade disparity between SAARC 
(South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation) countries and ASEAN (Association 
for South East Asian Nations) countries. Therefore, 
river routes, highways, and hydropower from hilly 
areas can be shared between the two regions. 
International organisations like World Bank, and 
IMF are also interested to �inance the development 
of this region.

Many researchers suggest that water storage 
structures in Nepal can produce electricity, 
mitigate �loods in monsoon, and augment the dry 
season �low of the Ganges. A detailed study, which 
used the Ganges Economic Optimization Model 
(GEOM) assessed all these bene�its.  The study 
assessed the annual bene�its from the sum of four 
components: (1) the economic value of 
hydropower; (2) the economic value of irrigation; 
(3) the economic value of reduced �lood losses; and 
(4) the economic value of incremental low �lows to 
Bangladesh. According to the study, if three 
mega-dams, whose proposed construction cost 
may be about USD 15.3 billion, are constructed in 
the upper Himalayans in Nepal, the economic 
bene�its of hydropower are estimated to be USD 
2.0 billion/year (on top of the USD 2.5 billion 
currently generated in the basin). Furthermore, 
low �low augmentation in Bangladesh will be 4.8 
Billion Cubic Metre (BCM)/year with an estimated 

value of about USD 0.24 billion/year. Similarly, if 
20 smaller dams, whose estimated construction 
cost may be about USD 19.1 billion, are 
constructed in the upper Himalayans in Nepal, the 
economic bene�its of hydropower are estimated to 
be USD 2.7 billion per year above the current 
hydropower bene�its and low �low augmentation 
in will be 9.0 BCM/year with an estimated value of 
about USD 0.45 billion/year. In the same way, if all 
the large and small dams are constructed in the 
upper Himalayans in Nepal, the additional 
economic bene�its of hydropower are estimated to 
be USD 7-8 billion/year, and low �low 
augmentation in Bangladesh is estimated at 15.4 
BCM/year with an estimated value of about USD 
0.77 billion/year. 

Conclusion: The water dispute between 
neighbouring countries in the GBM basin is a 
lingering problem that must be resolved. 
Therefore, a possible win-win solution for the 
problems is very important for the good 
relationship among the neighbouring countries. 
Bene�it sharing method has been successful in 
resolving transboundary water disputes in many 
countries of the world. But neither the diplomats 
nor the politician of Indo-Bangladesh emphasized 
bene�it sharing as they are not con�ident about the 
potential gain of bene�it sharing. This study gives 
an idea to all the riparian countries about how to 
share bene�its or how to compensate for the loss.

Dr. Mohammad Abul Hossen
Member, Joint Rivers Commission, Bangladesh

Photo: Internet
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বাংলােদেশর জলবায়ু অিভেযাজন: ৈবি�ক পয ৰ্ােয় �ানীয় ও 
উ�াবনী েকৗশল �ণয়ন ও �েয়ােগর িশ�ণীয় উদাহরন 

বাংলােদশ জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্েনর জ� িবিভ� �িতকূলতার 
স�ুখীন হয় এবং �াকৃিতক দুেয ৰ্ােগর জ� অতয্� ঝুিঁকপূণ ৰ্। 
এসব �িতকূলতার েপছেন রেয়েছ েদেশর েভৗেগািলক 
অব�ান, ভূিম ৈবিশ�য্, অসং� নদীর উপি�িত, পিরবিত ৰ্ত 
জলবায়ু ইতয্ািদ। জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্েনর কারেণ ব�া, নদী 
ভাঙন, ঘূিণ ৰ্ঝড়, জেলা�াস এবং খরা আগামী দশকগুিলেত 
আরও ঘন ঘন এবং তী� হওয়ার স�াবনা রেয়েছ। এজ� 
সামি�ক, বহুমাি�ক, দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী এবং সমি�ত িবিভ� 
অিভেযাজন েকৗশল �ণয়ন ও তার বা�বায়ন একিট আশু 
করনীয়। এবছর িব� পািন িদবেসর মূল �িতপা� হে� পািন 
ও পয়ঃ িন�াশন সংি�� সম�া সমাধােনর উে�াগেক তরাি�ত 
করা। এরই ধারাবািহকতায়, জািতসংেঘর ২০২৩ সােলর পািন 
সে�লেন আেলাচনা হেব েটকসই উ�য়ন ল�য্মা�ার ৬� 
ল�য্ অজৰ্নেক েবগবান করেত পার�িরক সহায়তা িকভােব 
ভূিমকা রাখেত পাের।      

জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্েনর ফেল �মবধ ৰ্মান �াকৃিতক দুেয ৰ্ােগর 
মে�ও বাংলােদশ �মাগত অ�গিত অজৰ্ন কেরেছ এবং জলবায়ু 
পিরবত ৰ্েনর �িতকূলতা েমাকােবলায় অ�দূত িহসােব েকবল 
ৈবি�ক অথ ৰ্নীিতর ে�ে�ই নয়, কায ৰ্কর অিভেযাজন েকৗশেলর 
�েয়ােগও উে�খেযা� �ান অজৰ্ন কেরেছ। এই কৃিত� িনছক  
কাকতালীয় ঘটনা নয়, ১৯৭১ সােল �াধীনতার পর েথেক 

�মা�েয় উ�য়ন ও জীিবকা িনব ৰ্ােহর জ� জািতর �েচ�ার 
মা�েম অিজৰ্ত হেয়েছ, যা একই সােথ �ায়স�ত জাতীয় 
অথ ৰ্ৈনিতক অ�গিত এবং মানব উ�য়েনর মে� একিট "সিঠক 
ভারসা�" �াপেনর মা�েম েদেশর েটকসই উ�য়ন এেজ�ায় 
পিরণত হেয়েছ। �াধীনতার পর েথেক িবগত কেয়ক দশেক 
বাংলােদশ বািষ ৰ্ক ৭ শতাংশ অথ ৰ্ৈনিতক �বৃি� কের অভূতপূব ৰ্ 
উ�য়েনর ধারা অজৰ্ন কেরেছ। মাথািপছু আয় ১৯৭৩ সােল ৩০০ 
মািক ৰ্ন ডলার েথেক েবেড় ২০২০ সােল ২০৬৪ মািক ৰ্ন ডলাের 
দাঁিড়েয়েছ। চােলর উৎপাদন ১৯৭৩ সােলর ১২ িমিলয়ন টন 
েথেক েবেড় ২০২০ সােল ৩৭ িমিলয়ন টন হেয়েছ।

বাংলােদশ জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্ন অিভেযাজন েকৗশল �ণয়ন ও 
�েয়ােগ দ�তার জ� আ�জৰ্ািতক �ীকৃিত অজৰ্ন কেরেছ। 
বাংলােদেশর উ�য়ন �ি�য়ায় অিভেযাজনেক মূলধারায় 
অ�ভুৰ্� করা শুরু হেয়িছল জাতীয় অিভেযাজন কম ৰ্পিরক�না 
(এনএিপএ, ২০০৫) এর উ�য়ন ও বা�বায়েনর মা�েম, যা 
পরবত�েত বাংলােদশ জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্ন অিভেযাজন েকৗশল 
ও কম ৰ্পিরক�না (িবিসিসএসএিপ, ২০০৯) �ণয়ন ও 
বা�বায়েনর মা�েম আরও সুসংহত হেয়েছ। �� ও 
দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্েনর চয্ােল� েমাকােবলার লে�য্, 
বাংলােদশ সরকার ২০১৮ সােল ১০০ বছর েময়ািদ েকৗশলগত 
ব�ীপ পিরক�না �ণয়ন কেরেছ।
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ভিব�তমুখী উ�য়েনর গিতপেথর লে�য্ এই পিরক�নায় 
আরও দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী িবিভ� জলবায়ু �িতকূলতার  অিভেযাজন 
এবং একই সােথ জাতীয় পিরক�না �ি�য়ায় অিভেযাজনেক 
মূলধারায় আনা �েয়াজন। এরই ধারাবািহকতায় সরকার 
স�িত জাতীয় অিভেযাজন পিরক�নার (�াপ) �থম সং�রণ 
ইউএনএফিসিসিসেত জমা িদেয়েছ। েদেশর ম� ও 
দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্ন অিভেযাজন চািহদা েমটােনার 
পাশাপািশ কায ৰ্কর অিভেযাজন পিরক�না সহজতর করার 
লে�য্ �াপ �ণয়ন করা হেয়েছ। এই �সে�, �ােপর ল�য্ 
সমােজর উপর খুব কম বা েকানও �কার েনিতবাচক �ভাব না 
েফলা এবং স�েদর সুেযা� �বহার করার জ� �ানীয় 
অিভেযাজন েকৗশলগুেলার আরও �াপকতর বা�বায়ন। 
২০২১ সােল �াসেগােত অনুি�ত কপ২৬ সে�লেন, মাননীয় 
�ধানম�ী েশখ হািসনা িব� েনতৃবৃ�েক এ �াপাের আরও 
উে�াগ িনেত আহবান জানান। তার ব�ে�, িতিন উ�ত 
েদশগুেলােক তােদর �িত�ত বাৎসিরক ১০০ িবিলয়ন ডলার 
জলবায়ু অথ ৰ্ায়ন িনি�ত করেত ও এই অথ ৰ্ �েয় অিভেযাজন 
ও �শমন খােতর মােঝ ৫০:৫০ ভারসা� রাখার উপর গুরু� 
আেরাপ কেরন। 

বাংলােদেশর �াপ ব�তঃ স�ণ ৰ্ েদশজ, অংশ�হণমূলক, 
িল� ও �িতব�ী সংেবদনশীল, িব�ান এবং �ানীয় আিদ�ান 

িভি�ক অনুশীলন িনভ ৰ্র একিট অ�ণী দিলল এবং 
�ি�য়াগতভােব এিট স�ণ ৰ্ ��তার িভি�েত �ণীত হেয়েছ। 
�াপ �ণয়েনর ে�ে� অিভেযাজন েকৗশল িনধ ৰ্ারেণ ও 
অংশ�হণমূলক �ি�য়া িনি�ত করেত সারা েদেশ জাতীয় 
পয ৰ্ােয়, েজলা পয ৰ্ােয় ও উপেজলা পয ৰ্ােয় সামািজক অ�ভুৰ্ি� 
িনি�ত করেত, িল�সংেবদনশীল জনেগা�ী, �িতব�ী, �বীণ 
ও যুব স�দায়, নৃেগা�ী স�দায়, ও সামািজকভােব িপিছেয় 
পড়া জনেগা�ীর মতামত সব ৰ্ািধক �াধা� েদয়া হেয়েছ এবং 
পিরক�নায় �িতফিলত হেয়েছ। একই সােথ সরকাির ও 
েবসরকাির খােতর ঊ�ৰ্তন কম ৰ্কত ৰ্া, �ানীয় সরকার ও মাঠ 
পয ৰ্ােয়র অিফসার, েজলা ও উপােজলা পয ৰ্ােয়র জন�িতিনিধ, 
ছা�-ছা�ী, NGOs ও CSOs এর �িতিনিধ, �ানীয় 
স�দায় িভি�ক সং�া (CBO) এর �িতিনিধ, �েকৗশলী ও 
পিরক�নািবদ, আিথ ৰ্ক �িত�ান ও উ�য়ন সহেযাগীেদর 
�িতিনিধ এবং িবিভ� খােতর িবেশষ� ও িশ�ািবদেদর এই 
অংশ�হণমূলক �ি�য়ায় অ�ভুৰ্ি� করা হেয়েছ। 

�াপ �ধানত আটিট �ত� ৈবষিয়ক খােত আেলাকপাত 
কেরেছ। এগুেলা হেলা পািনস�দ; দুেয ৰ্াগ, সামািজক 
িনরাপ�া এবং সুর�া; কৃিষ, মৎ�স�দ এবং �াণীস�দ; 
শহর এলাকা; বা�ত�, জলাভূিম এবং জীবৈবিচ�য্; নীিত এবং 
�িত�ান; এবং স�মতা উ�য়ন, গেবষণা ও উ�াবন। জাতীয় 

ধান চাষ, বাংলােদেশর অ�তম �ধান কৃিষ 
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উ�য়ন অ�ািধকারেক �াধা� িদেয় ও সামািজক অ�ভুৰ্ি� 
িনি�ত কের যথাযথ অিভেযাজন েকৗশল িনধ ৰ্ারেণ এই আটিট 
েস�েরর সােথ �সকািটং িবষয় িহেসেব অবকাঠােমা, সুেপয় ও 
িনরাপদ পািন, পয়ঃিন�াশন ও পির��তা, জন�া�য্, িল� ও 
�িতব�ী সংেবদনশীলতা, নৃেগা�ী স�দায়, �বীণ ও যুব 
স�দায়, অ�া� িবপ� স�দায় এবং েবসরকাির খাতেক 
অ�ভুৰ্� করা হেয়েছ। �ােপ েমাট ১৪িট জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্ন 
জিনত দুেয ৰ্াগ ও ১১িট জলবায়ু স�টাপূণ ৰ্ এলাকা িচি�ত কের 
৬িট ল�য্ ি�র কেরেছ এবং এ ল�য্গুেলা বা�বায়েনর িনিমে� 
২৩িট অিভেযাজন েকৗশল িনধ ৰ্ারণ কেরেছ। জাতীয় 
অিভেযাজন পিরক�নায় সব ৰ্েমাট ১১৩ িট ম�েময়াদী (২০৪১) 
ও দীঘ ৰ্েময়াদী (২০৫০) অিভেযাজেনর পদে�প ��াব করা 
হেয়েছ এবং এ পদে�পগুেলােক অয্াড হক উপােয় ��েময়াদী 
�ক� আকাের বা�বায়ন না কের ে�া�া�ািটক উপােয় 
সমি�ত প�িতেত বা�বায়েনর জ� পরামশ ৰ্ �দান করা 
হেয়েছ। জাতীয় অিভেযাজন পিরক�নার বা�বায়ন কাল ধরা 
হেয়েছ ২৭ বছর (২০২৩-২০৫০) যা বাংলােদেশর ১৩তম 
প�বািষ ৰ্কী পিরক�না চ� পয ৰ্� চলেব। ৯০িট 
উ�-অ�ািধকার এবং ২৩িট ম�-অ�ািধকার িভি�ক 
অিভেযাজন পদে�প বা�বায়নকােল েমাট ২০,০৩৭ িবিলয়ন 
টাকা িবিনেযাগ �য় (�ায় ২৩০ িবিলয়ন মািক ৰ্ন ডলার) 
�া�লন করা হেয়েছ। 

বাংলােদেশর দি�ণা�েলর জনেগা�ীর ঘরবািড় ও জীিবকার 
ে�ে� আকি�ক সাইে�ান ও জেলা�াস সবসময়ই একিট বড় 
দুেয ৰ্াগ। এই দুেয ৰ্াগ েমাকােবলার জ�, জলবায়ু সহনশীল ঘর 
িনম ৰ্াণ করা হেয়েছ যা পািন, খা�, শি� স�য় এবং 
বাস�ােনর ে�ে� কায ৰ্কির ও েরিসিলেয়�। এইসব বািড় 
সাধারণত একিট উ�ত �য্াটফেম ৰ্ িনিম ৰ্ত হয় যা জলবায়ু 
পিরবত ৰ্নজিনত িবপদগুিল েমাকােবলা কের পিরবারগুিলেক 
আরও �াবল�ী হেত সহায়তা কের। এগুিল ছাড়াও, উপকূলীয় 
ভূিম�য় এবং সমু�পৃে�র উ�তা বৃি� িবেশষত বাংলােদেশর 
উপকূলীয় অ�েলর �ধান সম�া। এই চয্ােল�গুিল 
েমাকােবলা করার জ�, িঝনুক-আবৃত �বাল �াচীর �ানীয় 
েলােকরা �বহার কের। িঝনুক-আবৃত �বাল �াচীরগুিল তীের 
েপৗঁছােনার আেগই েঢউেক শা� কের উপকূলীয় ভূিম�েয়র 
িবরুে� �িতর�া �ব�া িহসােব কাজ কের। পািনর িফ�ার 
করা এবং গুণমান ধের রাখা, মােছর �জনন ে�� এবং আ�য় 
�দান এবং এইভােব জীবৈবিচ�য্ বৃি�েতও �বাল �াচীরগুিলর 
ভূিমকা উে�খেযা�। িঝনুক-আবৃত �বাল �াচীরগুিল অ�া� 
সামুি�ক�াণীর জ� আ�য় িহসােব কাজ কের, জেলর গুণমান 
উ�ত কের, সামুি�ক ঘােসর বৃি�েত সহায়তা কের এবং 
�ানীয়েদর আেয়র স�া� উৎস িহেসেবও কাজ কের।   

ক�বাজার, চ��াম, েনায়াখালী, পটুয়াখালী ও সাত�ীরার 
মেতা উপকূলীয় এলাকায় বসবাসরত জনেগা�ী সামুি�ক 
ৈশবাল চাষ শুরু কেরেছ, যা িবক� কম ৰ্সং�ােনর সুেযাগ সৃি�র 

মা�েম তােদর আথ ৰ্-সামািজক অব�ার উ�িত করেছ। এই 
ৈশবাল চাষ �ি�য়ায়, একিট দিড়েত দুই �াম বীজ বাঁেশর দুিট 
খুিঁটর মে� েবঁেধ লবণা� পািনেত ডুিবেয় েদয়া হয়। এ 
অব�ায় বীজগুিল পিরপ� সামুি�ক ৈশবােল পিরণত হয়। 
খা�, �সাধনী, িফড এবং ঔষধিশে� সামুি�ক ৈশবােলর 
বহুমুখী �বহােরর স�াবনা রেয়েছ। 

পািনর সংকট বাংলােদেশর পাব ৰ্তয্ চ��ােম একিট তী� 
সম�া। এর ফেল কৃিষ উৎপাদন কেম যাওয়ায় �িত বছর 
খা� ঘাটিত েদখা িদে�। এই সম�া সমাধােনর জ� পাব ৰ্তয্ 
চ��ােমর আিদবাসী স�দায় একিট �াইেমট েরিজিলেয়� 
কিমিট (িসআরিস) গঠন কেরেছ যা েসখানকার বািস�ােদর 
িনরাপদ পানীয় জল িনি�ত করার জ� একিট েসৗর শি� 
িভি�ক িনরাপদ জল সরবরাহ �কে�র নকশা �নয়ন এবং 
বা�বায়ন কেরেছ। এছাড়া হাওর অ�লও জলবায়ু 
পিরবত ৰ্নজিনত দুেয ৰ্ােগর িশকার। অতয্িধক বৃি�পােতর ফেল 
ব�ার তী�তা বছেরর পর বছর ধের বৃি� েপেয়েছ এবং 
জলবায়ু জিনত দুেয ৰ্াগ ইিতমে� হাওর অ�েলর �ানীয় 
জনেগা�ীর জীিবকােক �ভািবত কেরেছ। অতএব, এই 
অ�েল বসবাসকারী েলােকরা তােদর জীবনযা�ার মান উ�ত 
করার জ� ব�া িদেয় চাষ বা ব�া বাগান প�িতর মেতা 
েকৗশল �বহার করেত বা� হে�। ব�া িদেয় চােষ �চুর 
পিরমােণ রাসায়িনক সার �বহার করা হয় না, যা উৎপািদত 
শাকসবিজেক অেনক েবিশ �া�য্কর কের। এিট মূলত একিট 
িনরাপদ খা� উৎপাদন প�িত কারণ এিট পিরেবেশর উপর 
েকানও িবরূপ �ভাব েফেল না এবং একিট িনিদ ৰ্� মা�ায় 
ব�ার সােথ খাপ খাইেয় িনেত পাের।

জলবায়ু পিরবত ৰ্ন �িত বছর এই েদেশ ঘেট যাওয়া িবিভ� 
�াকৃিতক দুেয ৰ্াগেক তী�তর করেছ। এ দুেয ৰ্াগগুিল 
বাংলােদেশর িবিভ� ে�ে� েযমন পািন স�দ, কৃিষ, মৎ�, 
বা�ত� ইতয্ািদর উপর িবরূপ �ভাব েফেল। এসব �ভােবর 
মে� রেয়েছ পািনসংকট, খা� সংকট, ঘূিণ ৰ্ঝড়, জেলা�াস, 
সমু�পৃে�র উ�তা বৃি�, ব�া, ভাঙন ইতয্ািদ। বাংলােদেশর 
দুেয ৰ্াগ�বণ এলাকার �ানীয় জনেগা�ী এসব চয্ােল� 
েমাকােবলার লে�য্ িবিভ� উ�াবনী সমাধান ��ত করেছ।

মািলক িফদা এ খান
িনব ৰ্াহী পিরচালক, িসইিজআইএস 
সদ�, জাতীয় নদী র�া কিমশন
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Bangladesh: Its Progress toward Achieving SDG 6.5.1 

Introduction
Water is essential to achieving the overall global 
agenda for Sustainable Development. 193 
countries adopted the sustainable development 
goals (SDGs) in the United Nations General 
Assembly in 2015. The vision is to end poverty, 
protect the planet and ensure peace and 
prosperity for all people. The SDGs have 17 goals 
with 169 targets to address the vision. Among the 
Targets, SDG Target 6.5 is “By 2030, implement 
integrated water resources management at all 
levels, through transboundary cooperation as 
appropriate”. SDG Target 6.5 has two monitoring 
indicators: Indicator 6.5.1 refers to the degree of 
integrated water resources management 
implementation. Indicator 6.5.2 is the proportion 
of transboundary basin area with an operational 
arrangement for water cooperation. 

Bangladesh Perspective
Indicator 6.5.1 is directly related to the theme of 
World Water Day 2023 for the prosperity of a 
country and the World. This year’s 
theme,“accelerating change to solve the water and 

sanitation crisis,” refers to the fact that water 
affects us all, and we need everyone to take action. 
“Bangladesh strives to ful�ill the SDG targets to be a 
developed country by 2041. Though Bangladesh is 
a land of rivers, the amount of surface water it can 
use gradually reduces. On the other hand, water 
use has become manifold by different 
development sectors. As such, con�licts arise over 
the use of water where there is limited availability. 
Integrated water resources management (IWRM) 
generally solves disputes by ensuring sustainable 
management and use of water among the users. So, 
Bangladesh Government has taken the initiative to 
use water in an integrated way to ful�ill the sectoral 
requirements.

Status of SDG 6.5.1 in Bangladesh
There are four indicators to check the status of 
SDG6.5.1. Enabling Environment, Institution and 
Participation, Management Instrument, and 
Financing are the indicators. There are also several 
sub-indicators. The sub-indicators are changed 
according to the country’s perspective. During the 
baseline data collection, the total sub-indicators 
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were 26, whereas, while updating the status in 
2020, the total number was 34. 

All four indicators were improved signi�icantly 
compared to the baseline. The enabling 
environment was improved by 8%, while the 
institution and participation were enhanced by 
12%. This signi�icant improvement in institutions 
and participation in water resources management 
shows GoB’s priority focus on this indicator. 
However, on the same  SDG 6.5.1, “Management 

Instruments” and “Financing” indicators,  the 
country has improved by 5%.

The �inal average score has increased from 50 to 
58 to that of the baseline. Though this shows little 
progress, the detailed questionnaire observed that 
Bangladesh had progressed in many sections of the 
questionnaire- scope.

Problems for Implementing SDG 6.5.1
Authority must give adequate attention to 
ascertain to what extent the policies, plans, etc., 
have been translated into action, particularly at the 
program and project levels. The existing 
water-related national policies, acts, plans, etc., 
provide a sound basis for implementing IWRM. 

However, the instruments need to be updated 
regularly considering the effect of climate change 
and other improved implementation instruments.

The institutional arrangement in Bangladesh is 
good and making progress regularly. Basin-wide 
planning has already started through BDP-2100. 
However, basin-wise projects need to be 
formulated and implemented with the 
coordination of the relevant agencies. Better and 
more robust collaboration among ministries, 

agencies, and institutions is required to attain 
IWRM fully. There is growing consensus among 
experts that robust institutional arrangements 
with well-de�ined implementing procedures 
supported by agreements and clear regulations- 
are the key to developing integrated 
transboundary water management. Adopting 
guidelines and formulating joint plans to approach 
emerging issues such as climate change adaptation 
and resilience, water energy, water ecosystems, 
and the water-food-energy nexus is crucial.  

The main problem in management instruments is 
in data sharing with everybody. There are some 
arrangements to share the data with government 
agencies. Most of the agencies have their database. 
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The databases from every agency need to be 
centralized, web-based and updated.

Bangladesh has an adequate budget for 
implementing regular projects based on IWRM. 
But the operation and maintenance budget of the 

projects needs to be enhanced than those of the 
present and should ensure to make it available 
timely. Government organizations are also 
collecting revenue from irrigation services 
charges. However, there is some non-revenue cost 
also for the unauthorized irrigation connections. 

These issues can be addressed by valuing water 
appropriately and developing shadow prices for 

water, which has been prioritized as a global action 
to achieve sustainable water resources 
management by the UN and the World Bank 
High-Level Panel for Water. Valuing water provides 
the basis for recognizing and considering all costs 

and bene�its offered by the water, including their 
economic, social, and ecological dimensions. 

SDG 6.5.1: Achievable Target for Bangladesh
Bangladesh has set the target to implement IWRM, 
presented in Figure 2. By 2025 and 2030, 
Bangladesh desires to achieve the degree of 
implementation of IWRM by 60% and 70%, 
respectively. The participants are very optimistic 



about achieving the target. They also think that the 
progress will be more than the interim target of 
Bangladesh.

The overall scoring shows that water resources 
management activities are aligned with the SDG 
goal and its targets. Bangladesh is on its way to 
achieving the SDG targets. With the support and 
concerted efforts from all government agencies 
and relevant ministries, it is possible to ful�ill the 
SDG target by 2030.

However, the water agenda (SDG 6) has become a 
collective sharing of voluntary commitments from 
governments, companies, organizations, 

institutions, coalitions, and public members. We 
are convinced that any dysfunction through the 
water cycle undermines progress on all major 
global issues, from health to hunger, gender 
equality to jobs, industry education, and disasters 
to peace.  Rapid, transformative change is 
essential, and everyone can play their part. From 
its national and international perspective, 
Bangladesh is on its way to achieving SDG-6 
progressively but with a steady look.  

Md. Atiqur Rahman
Associate Specialist, CEGIS
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Polderization and Socio-Economic Development 
in Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is a low-lying country where 62% area 
of the coastal zone is within 3m from the mean sea 
level and 86% area is within 5m from the mean sea 
level. The coastal zone, in its natural state, used to 
be subject to inundation by high tides, salinity 
intrusion, cyclonic storms and associated tidal 
surges. 

Before the implementation of coastal polders in 
nineteen-sixties, there was no agricultural 
production in the coastal region of Bangladesh 
because the tidal �lood plains were inundated by 
high tides twice a day and during dry season the 
salinity intrusion was an additional problem which 
hampered the normal agricultural practices. But 
the process of land formation due to upcoming of 

silt from the sea during dry season and deposition 
in the low-lying area was ongoing.

In 1960s, polderization had been started to make 
these land a permanent agricultural land. A polder 
is a designated area that is enclosed on all sides by 
dykes or embankments, separating them from the 
surrounding main river system and offering 
protection against tidal �loods, salinity intrusion 
and sedimentation. Polders are equipped by in- 
and outlets to control the water inside the 
embanked area. Government constructed 139 
polders and by means of which about 1.2 million 
hectares of land is under permanent agriculture 
within the coastal embankment system. After 
implementation of this big project, agricultural 
production was almost doubled/tripled and 
socio-economic condition of the people was 
tremendously boosted-up. 

Sustainable Polder Development for Coastal Communities
in Bangladesh
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Present Problems of Coastal Polders

Tidal �low brings huge quantity of silt from the Bay 
of Bengal into the river systems of the coastal area. 
A large portion of this incoming silt used to deposit 
naturally on the low-lying land and beels before 
polderizations. On the other hand, there was 
signi�icant amount of fresh water �low from the 
Ganges up to 1974 which helped to maintain a 
perennial tidal river especially in the South-West 
coastal region. The continued fresh water �low 
from the Ganges helped to �lush the incoming 
sediment with high tide from the sea and thus, the 

proper drainage capacity of these tidal creeks was 
maintained naturally. After polderisation and 
signi�icant reduction of fresh water �low from the 
Ganges, theses natural processes have been 
hindered signi�icantly and consequently river 
became silted up reducing the drainage capacity. 
The drainage route was silted up and water logging 
started to be clearly visible in the early ‘80s. The 
situation became worst in the late ‘80s. The 
combined effects of sea level rise and increase of 
precipitation in the changing climate are likely to 
deteriorate the drainage conditions of the polder 
causing prolong water-logging.

Figure 1: Coastal Polders in Bangladesh

Figure 2: Siltedup Hari River (left) and
Water Logged Bhabodah area (right) in Jashore, 2016



Future of Polder Drainage System 

Polder drainage system comprises basically three 
major components which are internal drainage 
khal, water control structures and peripheral river 
system. The drainage system in the coastal polders 
is basically gravity drainage system I.e., the excess 
water from inside of polders can drain out only 
when the water level in peripheral river is lower 
than the inside polder water level. Climate change, 
sea level rise and land subsidence are the three 
major drivers which will be impacted the polder 
drainage system in future.

Trend analysis of precipitation data in Bangladesh 
indicate that the winter season has a negative 
trend, whereas the post-monsoon season and the 
whole year have an increasing trend. Subsidence is 
the total movement downwards of the soil level 

due to compaction of the upper sediment layers 
and tectonic movement. A recent study of BWDB 
estimate 2-3 mm/y of subsidence for the deepest 
zone, 1-4 mm/y of subsidence in the intermediate 

zone and 5-7 mm/y subsidence in the shallowest 
region of the upper few meters (DHI, Deltares, 
IWM, Columbia University, University of Colorado, 
2022). Again, trend analysis of water level data of 
different tide gauge stations shows that mean sea 
level along the Bangladesh coast is rising at rate of 
2.5 mm/yr. to 8 mm/yr. (IWM, UK Met, 2023).

Regional Absolute Sea Level Rise (ASLR) 
projections at the �ive closest locations along the 
Bangladesh coast in the Bay of Bengal based on 
SROCC (Special Report on the Ocean and 
Cryosphere in a Changing Climate) regional 
projections (IPCC, 2019; Oppenheimer et al. 2019) 
estimated mean ASLR 47cm and 76cm for the year 
2100 at the moderate (RCP 4.5) extreme climate 
change condition (RCP 8.5) respectively.

Long Term Monitoring and Research (LTRM), a 

recent study of BWDB investigated the impact of 
climate change, sea level rise and subsidence on 
polder inundation. 

LTRM selected �ive coastal polders for this study 
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Figure 3: Averaged SLR projections for the 21st century and associated uncertainties



which are situated in four (04) different coastal 
regions of Bangladesh.

State of the art, mathematical modelling technique 
is used to simulate polder inundation at present 
and in future. Inundation during extreme 
hydrological condition and climate change 

condition is simulated mathematically for 
Polder-15, 29, 40/1&40/2, 59/2 and 64/1a&1b. 
Study shows that about 84.9% area of Polder-15 

became inundated during extreme rainfall event 
which will be 90.2% in 2050 due to climate change 
and sea level rise. 
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Figure 4: Five selected coastal polders in LTRM project

Figure 5: Inundation in Polder-15 during extreme hydrological condition (left) and in 2050 due to climate 
change and sea level rise (right)

Extreme
Hydrological

condition

Climate Change
Condition-2050



Above �igure shows the inundation in selected �ive 
polders in 2050 due to climate change and sea 
level rise. Drainage problem at present in the 
south-west region is more severe than other part 
of the country. Entire coastal zone will be 
adversely affected due to climate change & sea 
level rise and drainage condition will be 
deteriorated. 

Adaptation Measures for Drainage Improvement

Numerous studies have been conducted over last 
two decades on polder water management and 
drainage improvement. Based on the study 
�indings, several projects were undertaken. BWDB 
implemented Coastal Embankment Improvement 
Project-I where 17 polders were studied. Different 
measures for drainage improvement and storm 
surge protection have been implemented at 10 
polders among 17. BWDB has undertaken Coastal 

Embankment Improvement Project-II for studying 
new 13 polders along with the remaining 7 polders 
of CEIP-I. Long Term Monitoring and Research 
(LTRM) project of BWDB identi�ied the potential 
measures for drainage improvement of selected 
�ive polders (Figure-4). Drainage improvement 
measures includes excavation of internal drainage 
khals, re-modelling of water control structures, 
construction of new regulators and dredging of 
peripheral river. Improved drainage network has 
been designed considering gravity drainage 
system to counteract with the adverse impact of 
climate change and sea level rise on existing 
drainage system. LTRM project shows that the 
inundated area of Polder-15 in 2050 under climate 
change & sea level rise will be reduced from 90.2% 
to 11.5% due implementation of drainage 
improvement measures. 
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Figure 6: Inundation in selected �ive polders in 2050 due to climate change and sea level rise

Figure 7: Inundation in Polder-15 in 2050 due to climate change and sea level rise (left) and due to 
implementation of improvement measures (right)
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Figure-8 shows the inundation in other polders 
due to implementation of improvement measures.

LTRM study reveals that gravitational drainage 
system with some improvement measures can 
work effectively to some polders (P-15, P-40/1, 
P-59/2, P-64/1a & 1b) even under worst climatic 
condition up to 2050. Polder-29 required pump 
drainage system along with gravitational system 
for drainage improvement under climate change 
scenario. After 2050, gravity drainage may not 
work effectively anymore, and pump drainage 
system could be required. 

Sustainable Polder Water Management

Major challenge of polder water management is 
drainage management. Siltation in peripheral river 
causing water-logging inside of polder, which is 
very likely to be deteriorated in future with the 
combined effect of increased precipitation, sea 
level rise and land subsidence. Governance issue of 
polder management involving multi-institutions 
and local community is crucial for successful 
functioning of polders in intensi�ication of 
agriculture, aqua culture and other related 
economic activities. The problem of waterlogging 
in the coastal polders, particularly in Satkhira, 
Jashore, Khulna, Bagerhat and Noakhali districts is 
the result of three separate but mutually 
interacting causes. The presence of coastal polders 
prevents the spreading of the natural tidal �lows 

and restricts sedimentation in low lying areas. 
Consequently, sediment is deposited on the 

peripheral riverbeds, leading to large scale 
riverbed siltation and reduction of the tidal prism. 
Upstream interventions also decrease dry season 
�low, consequently sediment is deposited on 
riverbed. The silted river blocks the natural 
movement of tide in the river. Innovative 
approaches for sustainable polder water 
management are described in the following 
sections. 

Increase of Tidal Plane by Realignment of Existing 
Embankment

Morphological stability of a tidal river depends on 
its tidal prism (average tidal volume in one tidal 
cycle over a period of 14 days). Reduction of tidal 
prism cause increase of deposition of silt on the 
riverbed which is ongoing in many rivers of 
south-west coastal zone of Bangladesh. Increase of 
inter-tidal area through realignment of the existing 
embankment can increase the tidal prism and 
make the drainage system sustainable.  

Long Term Monitoring and Research project 
investigated the impact of embankment 
realignment of Polder-29 on increase in tidal 
prism. Tidal plane is increased by 200m at both the 
side of the river assuming shifting of the existing 
embankment towards countryside.

Figure 8: Inundation in polders due to implementation of the improvement measures



The peripheral river of Polder-29 is 
Teka-Hari-Teligang, Salta, Lower Salta, Bhadra, 
Lower-Bhadra, Deluti and Habarkhali river. 
Figure-10 shows the increase of �low of 
Lower-Bhadra River due to increase of tidal plane. 
Tidal prism calculated for different rivers during 
dry season is show in Figure 11.

The impact of increased river section on tidal 
prism depends on hydrodynamic condition of that 
river, elevation of the tidal plane and setback 
distance of existing embankment from the 
riverbank. Tidal prism increased about 12 % in 
Habarkhali river and about 21 % in L-Bhadra river. 
Study shows that tidal prism increased almost all 

Figure 9: Tidal plane increased by 200m at both the side of the river
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Figure 10: Flow of Lower-Bhadra River at existing section and increased river section

Figure 11: Tidal prism during dry season in the peripheral river of Polder-29

Existing River 

Increased Tidal Plane
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the rivers to some extent which will make the 
rivers sustainable in terms of morphological 
change.  

Innovation in Material of Gate and Increase of Vent 
Size of Drainage Regulator 

Regulator is one of the major components of 
polder drainage system. Regulator gates are 
usually made of mild steel in Bangladesh. Mild 
Steel gates are heavy weight and corrosive to the 
saline environment. 

Heavy weight and manual operation of mild steel 
(MS) gate is a great challenge to increase the 
opening of the regulator. Inadequate size of 
regulator causing delayed drainage and prevents 

�ish migration from river to Khal. Moreover, mild 
steel gates damaged quickly in saline environment, 
reducing the durability of the gate. Considering 
this problem, innovations in materials of regulator 
gate is required. Many countries using Fiber 
Reinforced Polymer (FRP) instead of Mild Steel 
(MS) in regulator gate which is signi�icantly lighter 

and durable than MS. Installation of FRP gate in the 
place of MS gate can reduce operation and 
maintenance cost of the regulator as it is durable 
than MS gate. Again, use of FRP in regulator gate 
will help to design larger gate as it is lighter than 
mild steel. Large regulator gate shall enable quick 
drainage of rainwater from inside of polder to 
peripheral river. 

LTRM project identi�ies the impact of change in 
regulator opening on polder drainage system. 
Typical dimension of a MS gate is 1.5m x 1.8m. In 
this study, the drainage condition of Polder-29 is 
simulated considering dimension of the gate as 
1.5m x 2.2m and 1.5m x 3.0m. 

Signi�icant reduction of �lood level is evident in the 
drainage khals of Polder-29 due to increase of gate 
height. The �lood level is reduced by 40cm and 
70cm due to increase of gate height to 2.2m and 
3.0m respectively. 

The increase of height of regulator gate increases 
the opening area of the gate and discharge through 

Figure 12: Regulator gate by Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP)

P-29

Figure 13: Water level hydrograph with existing regulator gate and gate height 2.2m and gate height 3.0m
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the regulator causing quick drainage and decrease 
of �lood level. Moreover, increase of height of 
regulator gate enabling some free �low time which 
is also responsible for quick drainage and decrease 
of �lood level. 

Inundation of Polder-29 in 2050 due to climate 
change with existing regulators and regulator gate 
height 3.0m is shown in Figure-14.

The study shows that only 16.38% land will be 
�lood free in 2050 due to climate change impact 
with the existing drainage structures. However, the 
�lood free area will be increased to 29.28% & 
39.25% due to increase of gate height to 2.2m and 
3m respectively. 

Concluding Remarks

Polder water management plan should be devised 
in an integrated and holistic approach considering 
the river system, region or sub-region. Sediment 
management is important for drainage 
management in the coastal polders in Bangladesh. 
Restoration of intertidal area/tidal plane keeping 
suf�icient set-back distance/space along both bank 
of the river through realignment of embankment 
can enhance tidal prism, increase drainage 
capacity of the river and reduce the sedimentation. 

Enhancement of gate size, change of mild steel gate 
to composite gate, establishment of gate operation 
rules and engagement of gate operators are 
important for polder water management. 
Installation of pump drainage system along with 
gravitational drainage is required where only 
gravitational system is not effective. It is also 
important to develop land use planning for each 
polder considering cropping system, economic 
importance, social institutions, 
hydro-morphological & environmental conditions 
and effective stakeholder consultations. 

Shaikh Nahiduzzaman
Senior Spcialist, IWM

Existing Regulators Gate height 3.0m

Figure14: Inundation of Polder-29 in 2050 due to climate change with existing 
regulators (left) and regulator gate height 3.0m (right)
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